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I A study has beenmade to determinethe fe_slbilityof replacing
J variable-pitchpropellermechanismswith circulation-controlpropellers _
on generalaviationairplanes. The studyused a specially-developed !"i_'_




comparedwith the aerodynamicperformanceof both varlable-pitchand
flxed-pitchpropellersagainstthe requirementsof a 1600 Kg (3600Ibs)e
single-englneaircraft. The applicationof a circulation-control
propellerwith a supercriticalairfoilwas found feasibleunder








sameperformance at high speed cruise (design condition). At low speed,
the performance of the circulation-control propeller was higher than
that for a fixed pitch prop^ller but lower than that for a variable
pitch propeller.















The feasibilityof using circulation-control(C/C)airfoils
{blunt-basedairfoilsutilizingthe Coandaeffect)for generalaviation
airplanepropellersis being appraised. Fuelconsumptionand/ortotal
i
life cost advantagesmight occur throughreplacementof variable-pitch
propellerswith fixed-pitchC/C propellers.The requiredchangesin _
propelleraerodynamiccharacteristicsthroughoutthe speed rangeof the
airplanecouldbe obtainedthroughchangesin the mass-flowrateof the
blownjet. A simplifiedanalyticalapproachwith handcalculations
provideda first-orderestimateof propelleraerodynamicperformance
with ellipticaland supercritlcal(S/C)circulation-control(C/C)
airfoils(ref.I). These resultsindicatedthata S/C-C/Cairfollfor
which data becameavailableappearedaerodynamicallysuitablefor use in
a propeller. Thls studywas undertakento more accuratelydefinethe 4I
characteristicsof C/C propellersby a more refinedanalyticalapproach ]
which used a speclally-developedcomputerprogramwrittenin BASIC. _
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This programis presentedin the Appendix. A briefassessmentwas made
' i
, of the requiredair compressorand the installationconsiderations.
",. As part of the assessmentof a S/C - C/C propeller,performance
> comparisonswere made for a selectedairplanewit{,S/C variable-pitch
:- and S/C fixed-pitchpropellers. Althoughnone of the propellerswere
- optimizedfor maximumperformance,the basic relativecharacteristics
!
sho;lld be valid. The propellers were designed for a high-speedi
steady-stateflightconditionof a typicalsingle-engineairplane.
Further comparisons were made at a low-speed flight condition for
steady-stateperformanceand for rate-of-climbor acceleration _°
performance.
-,_ This studywas initiatedby Mr. H. DouglasGarnerof the Langley 1
,i ResearchCenter,who proposedthe conceptas a resultof his work with
fluidic devices. The study received support from Mr. Emanuel Boxer,
"i
DistinguishedResearchAssociateLaRC and the analyticsoftwarewas
• adaptedfrom a proceduredevelopedby Mr. WilliamH. Phillips,
DistinguishedResearchAssociateLaRC,Mr. Wayne H. Bryantof The LaRC :_
"i programmedthe techniquein BASIC,primarilyfor this study,howeverthe )
programcan supportother generaldesignevaluations.The prooram
!














: a Inducedaxial velocityratio
B Numberof propellerblades
c Propellerchord,m (ft)
cd Airfoilwake drag coefficient
I
j c£ Airfoilliftcoefficient
I c_ BlowingMomentumcoefficient, ...m V_
I I/2P=Vi2c
i D Propellerdiameter,m (ft)
i
HPaero Propelleraerodynamichorsepower,746 watts "550ft-lbs]
: HPc Compressorhorsepower,746 watts [550 ft-lbs' !
HPpc Propeller-compressionhorsepower,746 watts 550 ft-lbs]
HPu Usefulhorsepower.T V®, 746 watts [550ft-lbs] !
HPtotaI Requiredhorsepower,746 watts [55G.f_tt-lbs]
L sec ]
HPavaiI Availablehorsepower,746 watts [_$50ft-lbs] _L ]
h Altitude,km (ft)
L/D Ratioof Lift Forceto Drag Forcefor an airfoil
Blowingmass flow per unit span, kg/sec/m(slugs/sec/ft) I
n Propellerrotationalspeed,rev/sec I
P Static pressure N/m2 (lb/ft 2)
Pt Total pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft 2)






Q Propeller torque,N-m (ft-lb)
R Universalgas constant,m2/sec2 °K (ft2/sec2 °R).
Also: Propeller radius at the tip of the blade, m (ft)
(RN) Reynoldsnumberbased on chord,cl Vl p-
r Propellerradiusat a radialstation,m (ft)
T Static temperature, °K (°R)
Also: Thrust, N (lb)
V Velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
V Freestreamvelocity,m/sec (ft/sec)
W Airplane gross weight, kg (lb)
Angle of attack,deg (SeeDiagrambelow)
B Propellerbladeangle,deg (SeeDiagram3elow)
n PropelIer Efficiency
X AdvanceRatio, V_, (SeeDiagrambelow)
2_Rn'
® Ambientviscosity,N sec/m2 (Ib sec/ft2)
p Density, kg/m" (slugs/ft 3)
p® Ambientdensity,kg/m3 (slugslft3) ._.
Angle of advance,tan "IF V® l, :_"






















h Blade hub station
i Blade element radial station, {0 to 20)
{NOTE: Units for T and Q with subscript I are per unlt span)
j Oet
)





The designand comparisonsof propellerperformancewere based upon
applicationsto a specificmodel generalaviationairplane. A surveyof
generalaviationairplanes(ref2) showedthe followingrangesfor
maximumspeeds.
(a) SingleEngine,FixedPitch 59.2-77.1m/sec (194-253ft/sec)
(b) SingleEngine,VariablePitch 66.8-97.6m/sec (219-320ft/sec)
(c) Twin Engine,VariablePitch 87.5-123.5m/sec (287-405ft/sec)
One of the well establishedmodelsof single-enginegeneral
aviationairplanesshoweda maximumspeedof 82.3 m/sec (270ft/sec)
which is about the maximumfor which a fixed pitchpropellermight be
used. This airplanewas selectedbecauseits performanceoverlappedthe
rangefor both fixed and variablepitch propellers. The aircraft
selectedhad a maximumweightof 1600kg (3600 Ibs)and used a 3 bladed
variablepitch propellerdrivenby an unsuperchargedengine. Alternate
modelsof the airplaneare available,ith superchargedengines.
ReferenceI presentssomeof the specificcharacteristicsof this
airplane.
f
3.1.2 Choiceof PropellerAirfoil ))|
A result from the previous study (ref 1) indicated superior )
performancefor a propellerwhich utillzedC/C-supercrlticalalrfollsas i
' comparedwith the prevlouslyanalyzedClC -e111ptlca1alrfolls.
Available data for S/C - C/C atrfoils (ref 3) were therefore used for
t





the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and DevelopmentCenter with the
"4,
drag characteristics obtained on a 17 percent chord thick S/C alrfoll
reduced to values equlvalent to a 15 percent chord thick SIC alrf-" -
¢
direct comparisont;Ith the previously tested 15 percent chord t:
*+ elliptical airfoils. For thts study, no thickness correction wc_ ._
-; The probable use of thinner airfoils in an actual l,,u_el er application
Is expected to have an insignificant effect on the pruveller.
3.1.3 Choice of Fltght Conditions
-- A high-speed cruise fltght condition of 82.3 m/sec (270 ft/sec) at
3.05 km (10,000 it) altttude was selected as the design point for the
-_ propellers. Although the performance of the airplane should be computed
.M
_j
at manyflight conditions, a selected low-speed flight condition of 38.1
/ m/sec (125 ft/sec) at sea level should provide a meaningful indication
of off-design propeller performance. Relattve propeller efficiency in
; steady-state low-speed cruise and relative thrust margin avallable for
climb or acceleration with the given engine provides a useful comparison
of the propellers. A practical design must evaluate the entire range of t:E
:" flight conditions including take-off performance, obstacle clearance, I _"
maximumspeed etc. Thts limited comparison investigated only two flight
conditions.
I
3.1.4 System Description !
The system analyzed, Figure 1, represents the simplest concept that
i
could be applted to the circulation-control propeller. Atr tnducted !
from an tnlet at _. ts fed to an engine-driven compressor. Thts atr ts !
J furnished to the propeller hub vta ducttng, valves, and rotary seals. ]
.i
.] The propeller provtdes additional compressionby centrifugal pumptngso
I l
that a vartable press,:_ head exists from the hub to tile outboard
I


















/ ,Supercritl,._alAIrfoiI See DetalI Below
K)
AirFromPlenum._ __ BlowingSlotHeight.!s°'°OI2c i!
I III II _ - lT,,,,,o0
_,_.,T,,............. _ '" ......."___ k Thickness . I'
" BlowingEdge Deta!1 __.J _is 0.0188c i
4
Figure 1, Circulation Control Propeller System j
_ .__
-- I nnnnn . . , _
"' • '"__._i' ___.-_' ,"_ ,_,.__.
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Iend of a single blowing-slot plenumchamber. The exit slot ts assumed
to be the major flow restriction in the system so that the pressure
'I gradient tn the propeller plenum Is calculated from the hydrostatic
equations for pressure equilibrium. The radtal cross-flows which may





i the standardc£ and cd valuesas functionsof angleof attack_ for the !
non-blownpropellers.Circulationcontrolpropellersrequirethe I
;
" additional parameter of momentumcoefficient . These relationships are
showngraphicallyin Figure2 for the svpercrltical]7 percentthick
airfoil,and the sameairfoilmodifiedfor trailing-edge blowing. The
(
polarsshownwere linearlzedover smallangle-of- attackranges
(usually3 degrees)with the numericresults,extrapolated,shown in
Tables 1, 2, and 3. The software described in the Appendix linearly
interpolates between these tabulated values to obtain sppctftc values of .._
the aerodynamic charactertsttc£,.
The momentumcoefficient at any section is related to the plenum
total pressure as follows:
Vjl -V 1 (26.4) (c_t)_ (1)
Thts relationship ts derived from Figure 3 (reproduced from ref 1). ')
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Table 2, InterpolationCoefficientsfor the Characteristics
of a SupercriticalCirculationControlAirfoil(ref3)
c( and cd = A + Bcu + {C + Dcu) -a
% U
:_ Coefficientsto determinec_
," O&] O&u A B C D
lower upper
-12 -9 -0.68 53.5 0.26 -1.0
- 9 -6 -0.42 52.5 0.27 -1.0
- 6 -3 -0.15 51.5 0.28 -2.0
- 3 0 +0.13 49.5 0.25 -0.50
0 +3 O.38 49.0 O.28 -3.50
+3 6 0.66 45.5 0.26 -5.50
6 9 0.92 40.0 0.24 -8.00
9 12 1.16 32.0 0.17 -9.50
12 14 1.33 22.5 0.07 -5.50
14 > 14 0 0 n 0
Coefficientsto determinecd
-12 -9 0.009 -0.40 -0.001 0.000 _
-9 -6 0.008 -0.40 0.0000 0,000
-6" -3 0.008 -0.40 O.0009 -0,025
-3 0 0.0089 -0.425 0.0011 +0.020
0 +3 0.0100 -0.;;:5 0.0031 0.040
+3 6 0.0131 _0.365 0.0024 0.075
6 9 0.0155 : "0"290 0.0069 0.000
9 12 0. 0224 -0,290 0. 0035 0. 620
12 14 0.0259 -0.270 0.0077 0,270
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The Bernoulli incompressible relationship between velocity and
pressure ts:
= 1/2p.(Vji)2+ P_Pt. (z)
Thisequationgives the jet velocitywhen the sectionplenumtotal
pressureair is expandedto free-streamstaticpressure.
The plenumpressureat any stationis relatedto the hub pressure
as shown belowby the isothermalhydrostaticequationwhich accountsfor
centrifugalaccelerationas:
.z
dPt = P(2_n)2rdr (3)
dp 1
B_-t=RT (4) --,.
d_pp= (_2_n)2rdr (5} :"_"
p RT :.:
,|
Integratingfrom the hub to the radiusat stationi _",
,!
: Pi Ei
_hh=e "e (6) i
!
The hub pressurecan be adjustedby use of the controlvalvewhich ",
i
operatesin serieswith the compressor.
i










Thisequationdoes not take intoaccountthe inflowvelocities
inducedby the propellerbut the correctionsare too small to be of
concern.
Combiningthe above relationships,an expressioncan be derived
- betweenthe momentumcoefficientand the hub pressure:
_ 2RT Phe I (8)
c"i (26.4)2 L-_ VZ + (2_rin)
The temperature T to be used in this equation is the propeller
i
temperature;however,at the low speedconditionsevaluatedin this i
report,the free-streamstatictemperaturecan be substituted.
3.2.2 OverallPropellerCharacteristics
Propellerthrustand torqueare definedby the following
relationships: .;
Ti =B'rdT= ½P®Voo2F1+__a72 .Ls_n,] Bc(c_cos,-cdsin¢) (g) "
Bc(ctsin¢ + CdCOS#) (10)
ijl These are the conventionalpropellersectionequationsand
account
( for the inducedflow at each section. To computethe overallthrustand)
i
: torque,the sectioncontributionsare summedusingSimpsonsrule. The
methodused for computingthe inflowby iterationis describedin the
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the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
In addition to the strip integration methoddescribed above, use
was made of an analyticsoftwareprogramdevelopedby WilliamH. .;
Phillips,(DistinguishedResearchAssociate,LaRC),to securefirst
aPF imationsfor efficientpropellerchord distributions.These
relationshipsare also basedon work by Larrabee(ref4). In all the :,
computationsmade, the analyticand strip integrationsfor the same
propelleragreedto within 1 percent.
3.2.3 SystemEfficiency
The overallefficiencyof the propellersystemis computedby
dividingthe usefulwork done by the sum of the work requiredto rotate
the propellerand the work requiredto compressthe free-streamair to !
thG plenumpressureat each propellerstation.
The requiredmass flow per unit lengthof propelleris, (ref I) ....
=(Vi)2 "
= / (11) •mi clJici2Vji
The horsepowerrequiredper foot of propellerradiusto pumpa mass _
of air from the hub to a radialstationis: i
m
1 !






,, ., . ., +,. ,,
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For a propeller with B blades, the expression can be written for
each radius station r: ,
I
, /%,1 - ('> '
To find the overall horsepower required, the section horsepower is
¢.
summed using $tmpsons rule. The horsepower for the engine-driven
compressor is determined from the requirement that the total mass flow
is compressedfromthe ambientpressureto the pressureat the propeller i
hub. The totalhorsepowerInto the propellerconsistsof the work for
aerodynamictorqueplus the work requiredto centrifugallypump the air, _
as well as thatperformedby the compressorto supplyhub pressure.




= _ + HPpc+ HPc (14) ;HPtotal 550
!&1
#
The usefulwork doneby the propelleris the thrustmultipliedby













The system efficiency is:
TV=/550
n - (16)
_0 + HPpc+ HPc
The above equations, and other ancillary relationships to define
atmospheric properties versus altitude, local Reynolds andMach numbers
)
and other pertinent factors have been mechanized in BASIC and are
described in the Appendix. The program is useful for designing any
propellerfor which the sectionaerodynamiccharacteristicscan be
statedversusapgle of attackin a look-uptable. In addition,the
programis capableof varyingparameterssuch as enginerotationalspeed
or blade helicalangle and providescross-plotsfor trend analysis.
re
Pertinentresultsof the computationsmade for this studyare presented ._-
below. :
3.3 Performance i
The designpointfor all of the propellerswas 82.3m/sec(270 ;k_
ftlsec)at 3.05 km (10,000ft) altitudeand theywere then analyzedfor _*_.
,,|
low speedflightat sea level. No attemptwas made to optimizethe i
propellerdiameteror numberof blades. A 1.83m (6 ft) diameter3 i
I












Design (Cruise) Off-Design (Sea Level)
Altttude,h 3.05km (10,000 ft) 0
Velocity, V. 82.3 m/sec (270 ft/sec) 38.1 m/sec (125 ft/sec)
Thrust required, 1441N (324 lbs) 1544N (347 lbs)
steady state
Enginerpm, 2500 2700 •
(fullthrottle)
Engine HP, 188 285
•_ (full throttle)
3.3.1 AirfoilCharacteristics
, The aerodynamiccharacteristicsmeasuredfor S/C-C/Cairfoil
(configuration5 of ref 3) are shown in Figure2 for a range of blowing
I
momentumcoefficientand angle-of-attack.The drag coefficients
presentedare wake drag coefficientsthat includethe momentumof the
blown Jet. These differfrom the coefficientsused in the initialstudy _:_
(ref 1),where,for purposesof airfoilcomparison,the wake drag _:
t
coefficientswere convertedto drag coefficientsthat includeda drag
t _.
equlvalentof the blowingpower required. In thls study,the power _
required to blow the atr ts separately accounted for and charged to the |;_':
: airplaneengine. Thismethod takesaccountof the trigonometric !
!
relationshipsrequiredto computepropellerefficiency.
In the angle-of-attack range of htgh LID (about 30 for the S/C-C/C iI
airfoil), the L/D at no blowing is 53.8 and increases with blowtng.
The overall efficiency of the atrfotl ts 11mtted, however, by the energy
: required to compressthe atr from ambient pressure to the plenum
pressure at the Jet. As atyptcal example of sectton efficiency, the
characteristics of the S/C-C/C section were evaluated at an advance
[







_ The section efficiency at c_ = 0 of 0.96 was reduced to 0.95 as the c_
_:_ increasedfrom 0 to 0.02. Largervaluesof c_will furtherdecrease
{
-_ the sectionefficiencyeven thoughthe aerodynamicL/D for the section ,_
._ itselfis increasing.For applicationswhere the jet velocityis not .
i._ otherwiselimited,it is possibleto use momentumcoefficientsup to i
"i_) about0.02 withoutexcessivelossesin efficiency.
Ji
3.3.2 DesignMethodsand DesignFactorsConsidered
The numberof bladesand propellerdiameterwere held constantto
study the relativeperformanceof the propellersdescribedbelow. The
f
diameterwas selectedto maintaina low tip speedwhich permittedan
additionaljet velocitynear the tip. In each case,an angle-of-attack
-, distributionwas selectedand the analyticminimum-losschord
distributiondetermined.The chord distributionwas scaledto achieve
the requiredthrustat the high-speeddesignpoint. I
Threeangle-of-attackdistributionswere investigated:a nominal20 1
and 40 uniformhub to tip and a "twisted"distributionof -120 hub to i'
+50 at the tip. The small anglesof attackwere selectedbecausethey l_i-
were locatedin the regionof maximumsectionL/D and providedfor a
largerangeof operationbeforestallat low forwardspeed. The
"twisted"distributionwas selectedto give reasonableperformanceat
the high-speeddesignpointand to minimizestallas much as possibleat
the off-designpoint. The summarybelow outlinesthe designprocedure_ !
















_ Propeller Type Design Point Off-Design
: 3.05 km (lO000ft) Sea LevelCruise




S/C,C/C, with Match cA at O.7R to Set c_ = O. Vary
blowing plenum above S7C design, engine rpm
fl to 0.7R and no jet Ratio chords toveloctty restriction secure required thrust.
:i S/C,CIC with blowing Analyticminimum Set c_ = O. Vary
t plenumto tip and loss chord engine rpm0.9 sonic veloclty di tribution
: restriction
i
! Each case in the parametricstudy (10 total)produceda print out
I
i of the propellercharacteristics,plusJet characteristicsfor
blown
" propellers.Table 4 showsa typicalprintout. In addition,the program
generateda numberof cross plots. Figure4 showsexamples. The
Appendixcontainsprint-outsof propellercharectcristlcsfor the
variousdesignsstudied.
For the off-deslgncondition,the propeller-enginecombinationwas
evaluated to determine the excess thrust which could be madeavailable !
above that required for steady-state fltght. The excess thrust, useful
for rateof climbor acceleration,was limitedby the full-throttle
engine horsepowerat 2700 rpm or by the maximumthrust capability of the
spectftc propeller at any rpm up to 2700.
3.3.3 Propeller Characteristics
A summaryof the operating characteristics of the ftnal C/C and
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the propeller effictencies in steady-state cruise are presented in
Table 5 for both the high-speed and low-speed flight conditions
selected.
Table 5, Calculaclonsof PropellerEfficiency
Propeller Type Design Point Off Design Point
82.3 m/sec at 3.05 km 38.1 m/sec at Sea Level
(270 ft/secat lO,O00ft) (125ft/secat Sea Level) j
Variable Pitch 0.897 at 2500rpm 0.784 at 2700rpmNarrow Chord
Fixed Pitch 0.897 at 2500rpm 0.620 at 2100rpm _Narrow Chord
S/C-C/C 0.886 at 2500rpm 0.777 at 1800rpm
Wide Chord with .
blowing to tip, subsonic
jet .
For the high-speed cruise design condition (Figure 5a) the chord of
each propeller (C/C and unblown) was established as described abov_
.+h •
(section 3.3.2) to provide the thrust required for cruise at the t)_j_
recommendedengine rpm of 2500 for sustained steady-state flight,
(indicated asQ). A value of c) = 0.0025 at 0.7 R was selected for the
i
C/C propeller prior to establishment of the C/C chord to maintain )
s.bsontc blowing, The printout as Table 4 showsthe variation of c p L
(and jet velocity when expanded to ambient pressure) along the span. !
The efftctenctes at high-speed cruise are nearly the same (about 0.89) i!
for all three propellers (see Table 5). This is not unexpected as all +
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"-" 1778 Al1 Propellers ! ,
(400) -'_J ..... n =0.39 ..
.| = j _ J
. Thrust Required _ I_W-1600kq(3600 lbs) _.-
- _" 889 i "_ ._'
= (ZOO) _ Thrust Requiredm W-1333kg (3000 lbs)[ S/C-C/C Wide Chord
' _- , ® c_ = 0.0025 at 0.7RI
l IBcu= 0i O - I |I
(a) High Speed Cruise: 82.3 m/sec at 3.05 _, (270 ft/sec at 10,000 ft)
4447
(1000) T .... Thrust Available
Ful_ Throttle n
S/C - C/C Wic)aChord ^ ==
(SubsonicJet at High /u.w
SpeedCruise) /r
3557 X S/C VariablePitch l f,0.60 A B n
(800) NarrowChord i f __ -5° 0.66
"= .,y, ..-o.so
. 2688 11_ " 0° O.52(600) I/ _'o.45
X-,_------16 ° 0.78
(200) S/C-C/C Narrow Chord X-_-----+40 0
(SupersonicJet at High SpeedCruise)
0 I | • _. I
'()00 2000 " 30,'v _" ,_
Propeller Speed rpn 1








With this propellerefficiencyassumed,the thrustavailablewith
the engineoperatingat full throttlewas calculatedand plottedagainst
rpm as the dashedline in Figure5a. Each propelleris capableof ,
providingthe thrustrequiredat about the maximumhorsepoweravailable
from the selectedairplaneengineat cruiserpm.Blowingcontrolcan be
used for steady-statehlgh-speedflightat a constantenginerpm to
accommodatesomedecreasein airplaneweightbelow the designweight
(shownas_in Figure5a, to W =1333kg,3000 Ibs). A furtherreduction
in weight,of course,will requirereducedenginerpm. In contrast,a
varlable-pltchpropellercan opewatethrougha wide range of weight at a
constantenginespeed.
For the selectedlow- speedcondition,the thrustavailablewith
the S/C - C/C propellerdesignedwith a subsonicjet at the high-speed
conditionIs plottedagainstrpm in Figure5b as the solidline. The _:
propellerefficiencyat the rpm at which the requiredsteady-state "
thrustis obtained(1800 rpm)and the propellerefficiencyat the
maximumrpm of 2700 rpm are indicatedat the ends of the curve as 0.78
and 0.55, respectively.The dashedlines show the thrustavailablewlth _
the engineoperatingat full throttleplottedagainstrpm for various
assumedvaluesof propellerefficiencyfrom 0.65 to 0.45. i
f
It is first seenthatmore than sufficientenginepower is j
l
availablefor steady-statecruiseat the thrust-requiredrpm of 1800; )
• i.e.,the SIC - ClC propellerefficiencyIs greaterthan that necessary I
, (<0.55) for the engine at full throttle to provide the required thrust i
for steady-state flight. The engine, therefore, would be operated at ,),I
reduced throttle for steady-state cruise at this low speed. A margin is j
i





The maximumrate of climb at constants_eed is directly .J!
proportionalto the differencein thrustavailableat the maximumengine i
poweror the maximumthrustavailablefrom the propellerfrom that !
- requiredfor steady-stateflight. From Figure5b, it is seenthat the 2
S/C - C/C propellerefficiencyis highenough (0.55)at the maximumrpm 1
of 2700 to absorbthe maximumenginepower at that rpm. The thrust I
marginfor climb or accelerationwhich resultsis 1779N (400Ibs). (
The thrustproducedwith the SIC p_upelleroperatingas a variable I
pitchpropellerat 2700 rpm for variouschangesin hub bladeangle, I
are indicated"x" at_othe correspondingpropellerefficienclesare )
listed. The maximumthrustavailablewith a fixed-pitchpropeller I
(AB = O) is less thanthat obtainablewith the S/C -C/Cpropeller. The !
thrust is limited by blade stall and not by engine power availability as
indicatedby comparisonof the FP propellerefficiency(0.52)with the
full-throttlethrust-availablecurves. The VP propellerwith a hub ,_-
blade angle change of -50 produces the largest excess thrust. For this
casealso, the enginewould be operatedat partthrottle,whereasthe
SIC - ClC propelleroperatesat full throttlebecauseof a lower
- :c-
efficiency (0.55 vs 0.66). '-e_o
The resultsshown in Table 5 indicatethat, to match the required
thrustfor steady-statecruisewith a fixed pitchnarrowchord propeller i
l
at the selectedlow speed,an enginerpm of 2100 is required. Although I
the analysl_was done at an rpm of 2700 for the VP propeller,it Is !
)
clear from Figure5b that the VP propellercan be adjustedto operateat I
any preferredrpm. !
Also plottedon Figure5b are resultsfor a S/C - C/C propeller ,1
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C/C propeller wtth narrow chord w,_sunable to achteve the requtred
low-speed steady-state fltght thrust at any engine speed because of
blade stall at angles of attack less than that for stall of the thtn
tratltng edge SIC atrfotl. Even tf somechange tn destgn could permit
achievement of the required thrust (at about 2100 rpm), no excess thrust
for climb or acceleration would exis%
3.4 Operating Boundaries
The aerodynamic data used (reference 3) were measuredover a
11mtted Reynolds numberand Machnumber range. For thts study, the Cd,CL
and c_ vs _ relationships were assumedto be tnvartant. Extrapolation
of the experimental data over a range of negattve angle of attack was
requtred for a portton of the study. Operating boundaries that should
be observed are illustrated tn Figure 6 and discussed as follows.
+
3.4.1 Use of Positive ltft Coefficient
It ts possible to operate over a small range of negative cjLfor the
; SIC - C/C airfotls and secure positive ct_ by blowing. This should be !J_!
i avotded to prevent loss of propeller effectiveness tn event the blowtng '
L
ts disrupted by equipment malfunction.
3.4.2 Use of LowAngle of Attack
I
On the blown atrfotl, the degree of control of cL wtth changes tn (
I
the momentumcoefficient vartes wtdely with angle of attack. For I
example, at zero degrees angle-of-attack, a changeof c _ from 0 to .01 i
produces a change tn cL from 0.38 to 0.90, a ratto of 2.37:1 Increase. t
i
i
::i At an angle of attack of +9 , for the samec _change, the ct vartes from i
t 1.16 to 1.48, a ratto of 1.28:1 TMs ts almost a 2:1 change tn ';I *
] 1
,I effective control by blowtng. Becauseof the destre to work at low t
o"
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Figure 6, Drag Polars for S/C and S/C-c/c Airfoils (confl,quration5 of ref 3) i
with Propeller Operating Boundaries i29 _
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thrusts. As shownabove (3.3.3,) only the wide chord C/C propellers
provide reasonable performance.
3.4.3 Avoidance of Supersonic Jet Veloctty
For the airplane and propellers studied, propeller tip velocities
were subsonic, and it was possible to design propellers with circulation
control out to the tip. Although somecomputations were madewhich
resulted in supersonic jet velocities (e.g., results presented in Figure
5b), there are no data regarding the aerodynamic performance with high
jet velocities. To keep the jet velocities subsonic, the momentum
coefficients had to range from no more than 0.002 at the tip to 0.004
inboard. The approximate boundary for sonic momemtumcoefficient is
shownin Figure 6 f_r the single-plenum propeller.
3.4.4 Section Efficiency
The c£/c d plot indicates that maximumL/D is secured for the S/C :;
airfoil at angle of attack of about 5°, and for the S/C - C/C at about
4 °. The L/D does not linearly affect propeller performance as it does
for wings on aircraft. In fact, until the L/D decreases to about 30,
I thereare only smalleffectson propellerperformance.The L/D for the "__tr
,I f'_
_ $/C-C/Cis above30 for angles-of-attackdown to zero degrees. Loweri!
:I an§leswill have significantadverseeffectson propellerperformance, i
,I (
Momentumcoefficients below 0.02 are desired, (sec.3.3.1), to t
/_ preventexcessivedeteriorationof sectionefficiency. In general,the i
supersonicJet boundaryrestrictsoperationto belowcp = 0.005; jl
however, with multi-plenum systems, it should be possible to operate !
' with somewhathighermomentumcoefficientsthan 0.005 near the hub as a ,)J






In this limitedstudy,only aerodynamicperformancewas computed
and analyzed. Other designconsiderationsuchas noise,structural
. analysisand design,systemweight,ductingand sealdesign,and typeof
compressorwere consideredbut not in enoughdepth to warrantmany
conclusions;however,no largetechnicalproblemswere apparent.
Becauseof the small slot size,it is judgedthat the noiseenergy
would be locatedat high frequencyand thereforenot be a problem.
Also, blowingis only used for the high-altitudehigh-speedcondition i
and not at low altitudes. The structuralproblemswere only examinedto
the extentthat it appearsreasonableto make the trailingedge assembly
as a sub-assemblyof the main propellerblade. The small sizeand
dimensionsof the slot lead to concernsregardingnicks,distortionand
structuralfailureunderconcentratedloads. The designof pneumatic _'
shaft seals is believedto be straightforward.
The compressorrequirementsto compressthe ambientair to the hub
pressuresrequiredfor a typicalpropellerare listedon Table 6. While _s_
the compressionratio is higherthan that requiredfor superchargingthe _"_
airplaneengine,the mass flow is smalland the compressionhorsepower
only aboutone fourthof that requiredfor the enginealone. Valvingof
the chargeroutputswould be suitableto controlthe hub pressure. If
the airplaneengineis not supercharged,it is possibleto operatean j
automotivetype positivedisplacementunit (vaneor Roots type)as a !
I
I
belt-drivenaccessory. The _ruiseintakeair pumpingrequirementis i







Table 6. Air Flow Requirements For a S/C-C/C
._i Propeller Driven by a Supercharged Engine .
_p
"_'. Propeller* Engine Total
.? Air Flow Required 0.038 kg/sec 0.0159 kg/sec. 0.097 kg/sec "_
_ (0.0026 sl/sec) (0.0310 sl/sec) (D.0336 sl/sec)
:: Compression Ratio 1.22 1.078 -
-_ Compressor Horse- 1.214 5.02 6.23
power Required
, Compressor Horse-
_" power Available 18.2
Note: Operating conditions for 3.06 km,(lO,O00 ft), at 2500 rpm with
"- a Turbocharged engine of 8.52 liters, (520 inJ),
_- displacement, (ref 2)
_ *The propeller requirements include an allowance for leakage and












_ 4.0 CONCLU_IN_ REMARKS
;I A specially-developedcomputerprogram(presentedin the Appendix)
I
has beenused to comparethe aerodynamicperformanceof
_!iI circulation-control(C/C)propellerswith variable-pitchand fixed-pitch
propellers.The comparisonsweremade for a 1600kg (3600lb)
single-enginegeneralaviationairplanewith a maximumspeedof about
!l 300 km/hr (186miles/hr),the approximatelimit for a fixed-pitchpropeller.The studyindicatedthat, on an aerodynamicperformancebasis,the
circulation-controlpropelleris feasible. Increasedspeeddecreases
•_ the potentialfeasibility.Inabilityto featherand reversethrust
limitsapplicabilityto single-engineairplanesor multi-engine
configurationswhere enginefailurescan not producea disturbingtorque
(e.g.on-axisconfigurations).Economicfeasibilityrequiresanalysis _i
lof manufacturingand maintenancecosts of C/C propellersas well as
appraisalof missionrequirementsfor specificairplaneapplications.
r
All of the propellersinvestigatedhad approximatelythe same
efficiencyat the high-speedcruisedesigncondition. At low-speed,the
C/C propellerperformance(cruise,rateof climb,and acceleration)was
betterthan thatof an unblownfixed-pitchpropellerbut not as good as
that of a variable-pitchpropeller. Althoughblowingat high-speed
permitsoperationthrougha wider rangeof angleof attackthan for an
unblownfixed-pitchpropeller,performanceis constrainedby the amount
of blowingpermissible.The amountof blowingis limitedby decreases
I in efficiencywith increasesin blowingpowerand by the desireto
• maintainthe blownjet velocityto subsonicvalues. The latter
, 33 '
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IZ_ constraintwas imposedin the interestof conservatismbecauseno ,
_ experimentaldata are availablewith supersonicjet velocities. It
., appearedreasonableto expectthatthe aerodynamiceffectivenessof the ,
C'I
_--'I Coand, jetwoulddeterioratewithsupersonicblowing. Improved ._
!/!il_ performance,however,appearspossiblethroughcompartmentationof the
__ blowingplenumalcn_ the propellerspanto provideincreasedsubsonic _!
. blowingat the lower-speedinboardsections. The flexibilityof _;
, I)
t_
_, operationfor a var!_ble-_i_chpropellerwill likelyyield superior I,.
_ performanceat all off-designlow-speedconditions. The possible
_ overalladvantagesof C/C propellers,therefore,dependuponeconomic i_i
.T
comparisons, i
_, A limitedappraisalof other than aerodynamicdesign i
considerations,such as noise,structure,weight,ductlng,and seals,
_/i] indicatedno largetechnicalproblemsfor C/C propellers.The ,),.
-_ compressorrequirementscan be met with automotive-typecompressorsor ,
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Introduction
i i
This appendix describes the computer program developed to generate the
data in the present study. This aerodynamic propeller design progr_n can
accommodate minimum loss (ref. 4) fixed- or variable-pitch propellers, and
circulation-controlled propellers with a single plenum extending from the root
tc any given radius. The program was implemented in BASIC so that only a
mln_mal computer investment is required to use it to design propellers. The
present work was accomplished using a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX-II/780
superminicomputer, and the BASIC language elements conform to those used in VAX
BASIC. An effort was made to develop as much of the program as possible in
"standard" BASIC to ease its transition, to other machines. To test this, the
program was transferred to a CDC Cyber 175 computer at LaRC where approximately
two hours were required to obtain successful operation. Comments on probable
coding changes required/desired appear at the end of this appendix.
The results obtained using the computer program described here have been
examined and appear reasonable. While there are no known problems or "bugs"
remaining in this progrsm, there may yet be problems that will surface for
new input cases. Additionally, the program makes no structural analysis of
the designed propellers; the structural integrity must be ascertained by the r_
propeller builder using some other technique. _%
This appendix is organized into seven main sections. These are:
Introduction
General Description of Major Program Sections I
m
Case Table Identification for the Present Study I
Program Varlable Definitions and Program Listln8 J
Detailed Program Description (keyed to listing line numbers) i
!





GeneraI Description of Major Program Sections
The purpose here is to give a brief description of each major _rea
encountered in the program. This will be done first in the order the sections
are found in the listing itself without regard to tile program execution flow.
Next, a specific case will be given to illustrate typical program flow, and
appears in the Detailed Program Description section, i
There are eight main program sectionsz _i
(i) Case selection
(2) Minimmn induced loss propeller design (analytic)
a1_doutput i
(3) Strip integration propeller design (Part I),
both non-blown and blown (circulation controlled) !
(4) Induced velocity iterative calculations
(5) Strip integration propeller design (completion)
including thrust matching iterative calculations _
(6) Miscellaneous calculations (e.g., efficiency, Math number, etc.)
(7) Line printer and cross plot file output '_
(8) Subroutines
The main purpose of each section is given in the text that follows. The line
numbers listed correspond to the program listing found later in this appendix.
While this program was developed to generate data for the study presented in
the main body of this paper, it should be remembered that relatively s_mple
modifications to the listed program render it useful for evaluating a variety ,_
of propeller designs. The data contained in the program, and the logic state- :_
merits controlling the program flow, are those used for the last part of the
study.
(1) Case Selection
After the array declarations and opening output files, the first part of
the program consists of initializing variables for a specific run. This occurs
between lines 170 and 1820. A number of DATA statements contain information
• for the blown propeller lift and drag coefficient lookup table as well as that
for ten pre-defined evaluation cases. These DATA entries are identified in the
Detailed Program Description section following the program listing and cross





Ji characteristics of these pre-deftned cases. If a run is desired for which no
i case exits, all required data can be manually entered from the keyboard during
!
"I program execution. All propeller designs usi*, manually entered data will be
_ evaluated as "on design point" casesl that i_, the propeller's performance in
i some arbitrary off-design point cannot be made. The "off-design point" eval-!
1 uation feature is built in with the use of pre-defined cases.
The engineering units for each input parameter is displayed a: the value
':I is requested. These s_me units are used for pre-loading the defined oases in
the data statements. The data order for the defined oases will be given in
more detail later. In addition to data for the actual propeller design, the
program' Inquires whether either of two forms of diagonistic output is required
for the current run (both predefined or manual input cases). The first set
_i of output is routed to the printer and is useful for observing the convet'genoe
during induced velocity and thrust matching iterations_ the second set routes
d the inflow iteration data to the console display device (CRT) so that the user
can observe convergence in real-time.
_ (2) Minimum induced loss propeller design and output (Analytic)
_ The next section designs a non-blown propeller at the given operating
-:_ condition _slng the technique described by Larrabee in reference _. This
4
section is based almost entirely on a propeller design program developed by
W. He_itt Phillips and E. Eugene Larrabee for an HP 9830 ,_esktop computer.
The code implemented ranKes from line 1820 to line 3860_ equations noted
in the REMark statements refer to the numbered equations of (ref. 6), and are _
. all contained in the listin_ _.'thin ankle brackets (e.g. _ E_N 21_). _
After loading data required for the non-blown propeller table look-up
subroutine, this section obtains the lift and drag coefficients for _he ankle i
of attack spanwise distribution previously entered. This is accomplished i
through a subroutine call to the non-blown propeller lift/drag subroutine. }
After th_se quantities are calculated, this section determines the spanwise i
chord distribution, efficiency, required horsepower and torque, the local !
Mach and Reynolds numbers, an_ other pertinan_ data. These data are then i
output to the line priuter file. i
At the ena of this section, chord and beta spanwise distribu_ions are
J
sav_ for later predefined case analysis. A more complete description of this ,_






(3) Strip integration propeller design (Part I)
This section is coded in lines 3870 through 4590 and implements equations
found in the main body of this report. These references are denoted within the
REMark statements using square brackets (e.g. [EQN. 7] at line 3900). The
strip integration section can design either blown or non-blown minimum induced-
loss propellers; this feature is controlled by the designer at program setup
time.
The strip integration designs were checked against the analytic designs
and gave results identical within a few percent although there were small
changes in the spanwise chord and angle of attack distribution. These changes
L
in angle o_ attack result in an increased thrust which is compensated for (in
t
a later program section) by scaling the spanwise chords to achieve the
|
required thrust. Comparison of the output from the (non-blown) analytic design i
with that of the (non-blown) strip integration design shows small changes in
the spanwise chord and angle of attack distributions.
(4) Induced velocity iteration calculations
This section implements the iterative equations necessary to determine the
true spanwise blade angle of attack which is different from the nominal because
of induced velocity. Lines 4600 through 5420 realize this procedure. The
technique used here is derived from (Ref. 5) and is listed here in full for
convenience. References to equations in the comment portion of the individual
statements or in REMark statements are enclosed in square brackets aridhave an !
"A" (for appendix) prefix. For example, line 4710 has a comment (the text
following the "!") indicating that line implements equation AI ([EQN. All);
that equation itself follows.
The induced velocity componcnts are evaluated at each radial blade station, i,
by the iterativeprocedure listed below. To start the iterations
• is used to find the initial estimate of _i as
ai " 8i " _i (A2)
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which is then used in the calculation o£
Ki( ccos*i) ) (A4)a. = _ sin2 0i




/ = _os ¢i (AS)
ai (l+lil Cti
os ¢i
The induced velc_:ity C_l_nents ai and a_'z are next used to calculate an
updated¢as
=, tan_l( + 1 + ai ) (A6}_Cl -• * ' i I
which is used in obtaininga correcteda in
= ai + _(¢i " ¢c ) (A7) _,"-_,,
aci i i
The correctedangle-of,attackis used to calculatea corrected_ as i
I
= (AS)
¢ci L_i aci ]
which is used if furtheriterationsare necessary.
The convergence tests cousists of co;d_paring the current iteration value of I
ac. with the previousiterationvalueof ai at each blade station and declaringa J
co_vergod solution if the absolute difference at ever)" blade station is less than i
that of O.OS°. Stated mathematically, the test is ,!
(a i - ac.) < O.OS° For all blade stations, i. (Ag) .I
t
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If any station fails to meet this criteria, the procedure iterates start-
ing with Equation A3j if the corrected angle-of-attack at all blade stations
pass the test, program flow is to the second part of the strip integration
design. In either case, new lift and drag coefficients, based on the most
•. recently corrected angle-of-attack, are calculated for both blown and non-blown
designs as appropriate.
I
:_i (5) Strip Integration propeller design (completion), and thrust matching
 Thissection is coded between lines 5430 and 6520, with the thrust match-/.
'- ing part between 5660 and 6510. After the initial induced velocity corrections
are made to each blade station's angle of attack, the differential thrust and
torque are determined. The total thrust is obtained by numerical integration
and is compared to the required thrust for the indicated flight condition. If
!
_-, the developed thrust does not match the required thrust within 1%, then some
_" form of adjustment is employed. This is accomplished in an iterative fashion,
with the adjustment parameter selected by a combination of case identification
and control variables. After the adjustment has been made, program flow
returns to the induced velocity iterations to account for the present thrust
__. matching changes. This sequence is repeated until the developed thrust is
©., within limits indicated above, or the designer manually terminates the run.
. This program section largly controls the manner in which cases are inter-
preted, i.e., the sequence in which cases must be run to obtain meaningful
° results. (This sequence is discussed in the detailed exm_ination of the list-
Z"
ing.) For the current program, alpha, beta, engine speed, or the propeller
chord is scaled obtaining desired thrust according to case under evaluation.
To modify the program for one's particular needs, a good understanding of this
section is required, since most changes will be made here.
(6) Niscellaneous calculations
This section starts at line 6530 and ends at line 7290. Differential
torque is numerically integrated to obtain total torque. If the designed
'i propeller uses Coanda blowing, then the total air mass flow, and the
• centrifugal and compressor engine horsepower for this air flow are obtained.





and the total useful work (in horsepower) is calculated. From this data,
propeller efficiency is then calculated. Finally, at each blade station;
(a) local Mach number as
Vi
_)i = T s Cili)
with Vs = velocity of soundat currentaltitude,
(b) Reynold's number
(I_3i = P® CiVi CA12)
with p_ = air densityand p. = viscosity




The section ends with the determination of the available horsepower at the .-_-
, Y
current engine speed for the aircraft selected in this study, and the possible :._,
rate-of-climb for the propeller/engine/aircraft system. [
J
(7) Line printer and cross-plot file output
The next program section runs from line 7300 to line 8400. If the case _.
under examination calls for off-design point evaluation, the program saves _
pertinent information in a disk file for later processing. The saved data
and the fil_ format are discussed in the detailed program description. Next, Li
da_a for the appropriate design technique is output. Three forms of printer i)
output are availablez (a) analytic (non-blown), (b) strip integration (non- i
blown), and (e) strip integration (blown). The particular combination of !
] output printed is determined by case number and control variables,
I After the output is complete, the final beta and chord values for the !
I design case propellers are saved for use in the off-design case evaluation. I





The program subroutines can be found starting at line number 8410 and
running to the end of the program at line 9710. Aerodynamic coefficients _
for the non-blown propeller are obtained from a lookup table subroutine
between lines 8410 and 8770. A Simpson's Rule integration scheme is found
starting at line 8780 and ending at line 8920. An atmospheric characteristics
subroutine, reproducing the values given in the 1962 NASA standard atmosphere
report (Ref. 6), is next, running from lines 8930 to 9190.
The Coanda effect, blown trailing edge propeller aerodynamic coefficients
subroutine is located starting at line 9200 and ending at line 9460. Thesubroutine between 9470 and 9630 is used to calculate rank intervals for this
}"I lookup table. The final subroutine runs from 9640 to 9710 and calculatesthe available engine horsepower as a functi n of engine speed at ful throttle
for the engine used in this study.
Case Table Identification for the Present Study
The current program is structured to design six propellers in cases I, 2,
, 3, and 4. These propellers are denoted A, A', B, C, C', and D. Cases 5 - I0
1 'are for off-design point evaluation. Table AI lists the characteristics andcontrol parameters for each case. Definitions of the variables and control
parameters li_ted at the bottom of each column, and in the text that follows
the table can be found in the list of symbols that preceeds the program
listing.
Table AI. Propeller Design Program Case Identification
Evaluate (?) Fixed During Thrust Correction (?) _,-
Case # Alpha Design Blown/Non-blown Blowing Chord Beta Alpha RPM J
l (A/A') +4 On Y(A)/Y(A') On Y/N Y N/Y Y
2 (B) -12,5 On Y(B)/N On Y/- Y N/- Y I
3 (c/c,) On Y(C)/Y(C ° ) On Y/N Y N/Y Y I+2
4 (D) -12,5 On Y(D)/N On Y/- Y N/- Y ]
]
5 (A) +4 Off Y(A)/N Off Y/- Y Y/- N
, 6 (B) -12,5 Off Y(B)/N Off Y/- Y Y/- N I
]
, .- 7 (C) +2 Off Y(C)/N Off Y/- Y Y/- N f
8 (D) -12,5 Off Y(D)/N Off Y/- Y Y/- N
9 (A') +4 Off N/Y(A') - -/Y N -/Y Y ,l
i
lO (c,) +2 off N/Y(C') - -/Y N -/Y Y .!
T8 A(I,I) * C7 * C5 B7 C6 *
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Parameter variation by case number identification is controlled by the
variable listed at the bottom of each column. For those columns with _, the]
parameter is embeded within the program itself, and cannot be changed without
modlfyi_ the source code. The propeller identification for the ten cases set
up in the accompanying listing are shown under the "Case #" column in
parenthesis (e.&. (A/A')).
An example is helpful in understanding this table. For Case #1, (T8=I)
two propellers are designed, denoted A and A'. Both propellers have a nominal
I
value of alpha of+4 degrees (A(I,I)), and are considered to be designed for
the operating conditions specified in the Q(I,_) array as indicated by the "On" iI
in the Design column. Both a blown and a non-blown propeller will be evaluated
(C7=3), and for the blown propeller, the trailing edge jets will be active
(Blowlng?). The propellers are designed to match the available thrust to the
required thrust specified in the Q(I,3) element. This can be done several
ways. The next four columns specify for each propeller/case which scheme is
used to maLch the available thrust to the required thrust. For the blown i
propeller, the alpha valu._ are scaled to accomplish the matching (as can be
seen by the N(o) in the first part of the entry under "Alpha".) For the non-
,J
blown propeller, the chords are scaled, as can be seen from the /N(o) under the
"Chord*' column. The variables C5, B7, and C6 are used to set up the Chord,
Beta, and Alpha columns_ and program logic is used to setup the RPM column, i
The predeflned cases must be run in a specific sequence to make certain
that necessary data is available for each case. For the current program logic,
• the sequences are as follow:
Case #I Case #3
/\ /\
'4
, Case #2 Case #9 Case #4 Case #I0
I I '
Case #5 Case #7
CasJ#6 CasJ #8 '
Case #1 designs two propellers, A' (non-blown) and A (blown) at the
,i
design point. A' is designed first, and the chords are scaled to n_ch
!
the required thrust. A is then designed using the final chords obtained !
from propeller A'I thrust matching is achieved by changing the nominal angle i
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I of attack• Case #2 designs one propeller, B (blown). The chords used in
this design are those obtained from the A' propeller, and thrust matching
is carried out by changing the nominal angle of attack.
In a similar manner, Case #3 designs two propellers, C' (non-blown) and
, C (blown), also at the design point. Again, C' is designed first and the
ii final chords obtained during the thrust matching is used at the design chordvalues f the blown propeller (C) with nominal angle of tack mod fied to
thrust. Case #4 designs the sixth propeller, D (blown) Iobtain the required
._ which uses the chords f_om the C' propeller, and also changes the nominal
#
!
I angle of attack to secure the required thrust. I|
_Ig Cases #5, 6, 7, and 8 evaluate the four blown propeller designs (A, B,
. C, and D) at an off-design point. _or these cases, the blowing is shut off,
and thrust matching is achieved by changing engine speed. Cases #9 and I0
evaluate the two non-blown propeller designs (A' and C') at some off-design
condition, and vary the propeller pitch to secure the required thrust.
Engineering and Program Variable Definition, and Program Listing
ENGINEERING PROGRAM USAGE
_ A(I,I) Alpha at each blade station, degrees
A(2,I) Non-blown propeller lookup routine interval
constants




• A(4,I) Not used
&-
i AS Output format string -_
I
I _i AI Alpha at each blade station during manual
! setup of spanwise distribution, degrees
' _8 A2 beta increment/iteration during off-design
. analysis, degrees
_gtotaI A3 Total beta change during off-design analysis,
degrees
A4 Logical: -I = forced case end during off-
design analysis
A5 Square of jft velocity (temporary variable) !




........ ,N __ " " _°" _,_W__' _ .................... ' ...... _-_-_"_ = _ "'
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ENGINEERING PROGRAM USAGE
_total A7 Cumulative alpha change during off-desi_
analysis, degrees
A8 Logical: Avail_ble thrust within 1% of
required thrust (AS=0)_ otherwise A8=1
B B Number of propeller blades
B$ Output format string variable
B_ B(I) Beta at each blade station, degrees
T (Ref. 4) B1 Thrust coefficien_2T/pV2_R 2
C
A B2 Adcance ratio
p B3 Power Coefficien_ 2P/pV3R 2
C
n B5 Efficiency
n B6 Blown propeller efficiency
b7 Logical: Beta fixed? l=yes, 0=no
(C_)i C(I,I) Lift Coefficient
(Cd)_ C(2,I) Drag Coefficient
c/R. C(3,I) Chord/span ratio
C(4,I) Unused
C$ Output format string variable *
C1 Temporary variable
Vs C2 Velocity of sound (f/s) at current altitude
C5 Case data: Chord fixed this run? l=yes, 0=no
C6 Case data: Momentum coefficients fixed this
run? l=yes, 0=no _
C7 Case data: Evaluate which propellers? O=none,
l=non-blown only, 2=blown only, 3=both
C8 Logical: Cross plot this run? lfyes, 0=no
C9 Temporary variable: maximum alpha, degrees
D D Propeller diameter, feet
D(I,I) Unused
D(2,I) Unused
D(3,I) Lookup table drag interval coefficients
(cd/cE) D(4,I) Drag to lift coef=icent ratio
D$ Output format string variable .i




................................ ' ................ p
ENGINEERING PROGRAM USAGE I
_(Ref. 4) E(I) Vortex sheet spacing parameter
_(Ref. 4) F(I) Ratio of average velocity increment in the
slipstream to the sheet velocity
FI Temporary variable
FORI$ Output format string variable
FOR2$ Output format string variable
FOR3$ Output format string variable
FOR4$ Output format string variable
FOR5$ Output format string variable
FTEM$ Output format string variable
G_(Ref. 4) G(1) Circulation distribution function
Vj_ H(I,I) Jet velocity at each blade station, f/s _!
(PT) H(2,I) Jet pressure at each blade station, PSF
V. j _ H(3_I) Local velocity at each blade station, f/s
T H(4,1) Differential thrust; also total thrust, Ibs.
Q H(5,I) Differential torque_ also total torque, ft-lbs. _
sin ¢{ H(6,1) Sin Phi-i
_A
cos _i H(7,I) Cos Phi-i
H(8,I) Mass flow/foot, slugs/sec/foot o_
HPpc _ H(9,I) Horsepower/foot
P_ H Air density, slugs/f**3
h H2 Altitude, km _
I Program loop control variable_ maximum _
value is number of blade stations
18 Program termination control variable !
J Program loop control variable i
!
J( ) Blown propeller lookup table interval !
llft and drag coefficients i
K Prosram loop control variable i
K(I) Blade station radius to blade radius ratio i
I
K2 Temporary variable },









: (l_q)_ M(I) Local blade stationMach number
MO Total mass flow, slugs/second
_ N Temporary variable
: N1 Engine speed, revolutions/second
i n
N_ Engine speed change/iteration required to
match required thrust, revolutionslsecond




HPtota I P1 liP; Englne power! also, Pequired power
Pw P2 Static Pressure, Ibs/f_'_2
H P3 P£ (3.14159...)
Q Temporary variable
V Q(Case#,O) Airspeed, f/s
n Q(Case#,l) Engine speed, rev./sec
D Q(Case#,2) Propeller diameter, feet
T Q(Case#,3) Thrust, Ibs.
h Q(Case#,4) Altitude, feet
B Q(Case#,5) Number of propeller blades
HPaval I Q(Case#,6) Engine power, HP
. Q(Case#,7) Logicals Alpha fixed during thrust matching? "-f
, lfyes, O=no
i Q(Case#,8) Logicals Beta fixed during thrust matching? i4
l=yes, 0=no
" Q(Case#,9) Logical# Momentum coefficients fixed during
thrust matching? l=yes, 0=ne.
Q(Case#,lO) Propeller type selectionz l=non-blown,
2=blown_ 3=both I
al Q(Case#,ll) Alpha at blade station 1, degrees I
_a Q(Case#,12) Alpha at blade station 2, degrees I
!






Q Q6 Torque, ft-lbs
(RN)_ R(I) Reynolds number at each blade station
R Temporary variable
R R6 Propeller tip radius, feet
ai (Eel. 4) T(I,I) Induced velocity equations parameter a-i
" a_ (Ref. 4) T(2,I) Induced velocity equations parameter a'-i
_ ,, T(3,I) Induced velocity equations corrected Phi
_i " T(4,I) Induced velocity equations corrected Alpha
_i T(5,I) Final Beta for Case I, analytic propeller (A')
8i T(6,I) _inal Beta for Case 2 propeller (B)
8_ T(7,I) Final Beta for Case 3, analytic propeller (C')
8i T(8,I) Final Beta for Case 4 propeller (D)
8_ T(9,I) Final Beta for Case I, blown propeller (A)
8i T(IO,I) Final Beta for Case 3, blown propeller (C)
(C/R)_ T(II,I) Final Chord ratio for propeller A'
(C/R)_ T(12,I) Final Chord ratio for propeller B
(C/R)_ T(13,I) Final Chord ratio for propeller C'
(C/R)4 T(14,I) Final Chord ratio for propeller D _,'
(C/R)4 T(15,I) Final Chord ratio for propeller A
(C/R)i T(16,I) Final Chord ratio for propeller C "
T T Thrust, Ibs. i
HP c T0 Compressor power required to pump from P-static
to required hub jet pressure, HP _
HPpc T1 Total centrifugal horsepower requirement, HP !
T T2 Ambient temperature, Degrees R
T3 Total useful work, ft-lbs i
HP i
aero T4 Aerodynamic torque, HP i
T5 Total power required, HP !HPtota I i
T T6 Thrust developed, Ibs.
T7 Logicall lfboth blown & non-blown evaluation, i
0=elther blown or non-blown evaluation I
l
Case T8 Case identification| 0--manual input, i
I-I0 predefined in data statements I
HPaval I T9 Available horsepower @ current engine speed, HP
(C_)_ U(I,I) Momentum Coefficents at each blade station ]
49 ',




,;.! ENGINEERING PROGRAM USAGE -'
I
U(2-7,I) Not used
_! _¢ U(8,I) Phi at each blade station, degrees: 9,I) Alph at each blade station, d grees
_= _ U(IO,I) K(1) in the Induced velocity iterative equation ,i
_. a UO Angle of Attack in lift/drag lookup subroutine
-4 UI Temperary (lookup sub_outlne)
l
_;i _ U2 Viscosity of air i
U4 Temporary variable
i (P_) U5 Total hub pressure, Ibs/ft_-#2h U6 Temporary variable (Induced velocity equations) _
t U9 Temporary variable (ATAN argument)
V_ V Free stream velocity, f/s _,
1
V_ V(I) Local velocity at each blade station, f/s
V1 Temporary variable (Induced velocity equations)
V2 Temporary variable (I_duced velocity equations)
_ V3 Identification number of first blade station
_ used in calculation of non-blown propeller ']
_ lift and drag coefficients ,_
i •
• V4 Logical= O=Blown, l=Non-blown i
V7 Logical= Induced velocity iterations complete? I_
l=yes, 0=no.
J
V8 Logical: D_gonistic printer output desired?
lfyes, 0=no _'
V9 Lo_£cal= Analytic output complete? l=yes,, O=no |_
)
N2 Logical= Want CRT iterative output? lffiyes
X(I) x-i, Omega*R/V
Y Temporary variable
Z(I) Simpson's rule transfer parameter array. (Value
of i_egrand at each station.)
Z Simpson's rule integral (Integral of Z(I))
Otef. 4) Z0 Displacement Velocity Ratio
Z9 Degrees/Radian conversion factor.
1985021647-053
, .ue .




Program Listing and Cross References j
10 REM_****_,_w*_,_***_*****_*_-_,_-k_-_e_-k .!2 Dt* * "
30 REM* PROPELLOR DESIGN PROGRAM FOR USE IN * i
40 REM* THE DESIGN OF A FULL-BLOWN PROP OR A NON-BLOWNPROP * _
50 REM* WHB LARC 1/18/83 * !
55 X_* *





Ii0 REM START INPUT OF VALUES
120 REM_¢***._****e_-_*_*_*****e_****_****_r_-*_m'*
130 OPEN "OUTPUT.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS FILE #1%
140 MARGIN #IZ,132%






210 DATA .38,49.0,.28,-3.50,.01,-.405,.0031,.04 i
220 DATA .66,45.5,.26,-5.50,.0131,-.365,.0024,.075 t
230 DATA .92,40.0,.24,08.00,.0155,-.29,.0069,.0 "
240 DATA 1.16,32.0,.17,-9.50,.0224,-.29,.0035,.02
250 DATA 1.33,22.5,.07,-5.50,.0259,-.27,.0077,.27
260 FOR I=I TO 9 _




310 DATA 270.,41.6,6.,324.,I0000.,3.,0.,0,I,0,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4 }
320 DATA 4,4,4,4,4
330 DATA 270.,41.6,6,324.,I0009.,3.,0,I,I,0,2,-12.,-II.49,-I0.92,-I0.38,-9.82 _,_
340 DATA -9.29,-8.7,-8.12,-; ;,-6.76,-5.89,-4.9,-3.82,-2.72 r2":_1_
350 DATA -1.55,-.3,1.0,2.3,3.62,5. |
260 DATA 270.,41.6,6.,324.,I0000.,3.,0.,0,I,0,3,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2
370 DATA 2,2,2,2,2 i
380 DATA 270,41.6,6,324,10000,3,0,I,I,0,2,-12.,-II.49,-I0.92,-I0.38,-9.82 [
390 DATA -9.29,-8.7,-8.12,-7.5,-6.76,-5.89,-4.9,-3.82,-2.72 I
400 DATA -1.55,-.3,1.0,2.3,3.62,5.














510FORI=lTO 10 OF POOR QUALrIY




560 REM CLEARTHE 'ANALYTIC OUTPUTCOHPLETE'FLAG
570 V9=O




620 PRINT ," DATE : ";DATE$(O)
630 REM......... ENTERTHE CASE IDENTIFICATION FOR THE CURRENTRUN.... :
640 PRINT "INPUT 'CASE it'(I-I0) FOR THIS RUN, OR '0' FOR MANUAL INPUT "!
650 INPUT T8 i
660 IF T8<=O THEN GOTO 810 .;










770 C6=Q(T8,9) : "
780 C7=Q(T8,10) _D.:_-__
790 IF TS_>O THENGOTO990 t '_-
800 REH INPUT AIRSPEED I ./
810 PRINT "ENTERAIRSPEED , V , IN FT/SEC"; I.
820 INPUT V z
830 REM INPUT ROTATIONAL SPEED i -'"
840 PRINT "ENTER ROTATIONAL SPEED , NI , IN RPS"; _,_
850 INPUT N1 _
860 REN INPUT PROP DL_IETER ;T :j7 PRINT "ENTER PROP. DIAMETER, D , IN FEET";
880 INPUT D
890 REM INPUT THRUST
900 PRINT "ENTER THRUST , T , IN POUNDS"; i
910 INPUT T Ii
920 REM INPUT ALTITUDE (IN FEET) !i
930 PRINT."ENTER ALTITUDE , H , IN FEET"I i
940 INPUT H2
|
960 REM FIRST SET OF INPUT VALUES ARE COMPLETE I
970 REH._.;._._._._._._;._.;.._._;_._._._._._._._;_;._._;_**_.__._._ '




1010 RFH ..... H2 IS CONVERTEDTO METRIC UNITS (I_) .....
1020 H2-(3.048E-04)*H2 i









OF POORQUALm[, '!.!040 PRINT "ALTITUDE ENTERED AT SETUP TIME IS TOO LARGE"
IC • GO TO 930 I.
1060 Rh_: ..... ATMOSPHEPIC DENSITY SUBROUTINE IS CALLED ..... _,
1070 GOSUI_ _930 ?
1080 IF T8< >0 YI:ENGOTO 1210 ! ,_
1090 REM****':_*_,_'*_-_ ,'_'-'-:_'_,_*****_-_-_*******_n_'**_, • *
.!-t"l_II00 REM INPUT ....COND SET DF VALUES1110 REM********._c_'***********_._._*******_***** • •
1120 REM INPUT NUMBF.R OF BLADES ON PROP --- i :
1130 PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF BLADES ON PROP , B"; _
1140 INPUT B
I'.50REM INPUT HORSEPOWER
1160 PRINT "ENTER ENGINE HORSEPOWER, P"; _ "
1170 INPUT PI
1180R_*****_.',_._.'_-_._,_....-_-._,_**-_._,_,_*****-,_-,._-********* ,i '_.
1190 REM SECOND SET OF INPUT VALUES ARE COMPLETE _ .;
i200 REM**':'_,-' • _'._."_.,_'_ *_,_*" _:_'_._,_ _._ * _"_-_" * _
1210 REM ..... R6 = TIP RADIUS OF PROP .....
1220 R6=D/2 ]
]230 REM ..... B1 = THRUST COEFFICIENT _EQN. 15_ ..... |
1240 BI=8*T/(H'W**2*D**2*P3) _ *1250 REM B2 = ADVANCE ANGLE _EQN. 9> .....
1260 B2=V/(P3*NI*D)
1270 REM B3 = POWER COEFFICIENT
1280 B3=2*PI*550/(H*V**3*R6**2*P3)
1290 FOR I=I TO 20
1300 REM ..... K(1) = RATIO OF RADIUS DISTANCE FROM I TO TIP <EQN. 17_---
1310 K(I)=0.05.I
1320 NEXT I
1330 REM BLOWN OR NON-BLOWN DESIGN
1340 IF TS_>O THEN GOTO 1420
1350 REM ****_._._'* MANUALINPUT FOR BLOWN/NON-BLOWN EVALUATION **-A-_****_**-_._
1360 PRINT"ENTER 'I' FOR NON-BLOWN PROPELLER DESIGN, '2' FOR BLOWN DESIGN,"
1370 PRINT"OR '3' FOR BOTH.... "; '_-
1380 INPUT C7 _
1390 IF C7<I THEN C7=I
I_00 IF C7>3 THEN C7"3 1
1401 PRINT
1402 PRINT"ENTER CODE FOR PARAMETER YOU WISH TO VARY IN MATCHING THRUSTS." i
1403 PRINT"ENTER 'I' FOR CHORD SCALING, '2' FOR BETA SCALING, AND " 'i
1404 PRINT"'3' FOR ALPHA SCALING. "", I
1405 INPUT CI 1
1406 IF CI<I OR CI>3 THEN GOTO 1402 {
1407 IF CI=I THEN C5=0 ELSE C5=I l
1408 IF CI=2 THEN B7=O ELSE B7=I I
1409 IF CI=3 THEN C6=0 ELSE C6=I
1410 REM ****** NOW SET UP CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR SELECTED EVALUATION _*******
1420 IF C7=2 THEN V4=O ELSE V4=I
1430 IF C7>=3 THEN T7=I ELSE T7=O i
1440 IF V4=0 THEN V9=I '_
1450 *EM***._********************************************************** .i




........ . _ i i ii IB II
1985021647-056
ORIGii_IAL PAQE [_
1480 PRI_"E_ER 1 TO INCLUDE DIAGONISTIC PRINT_ OUTPUT, "-, OF POOR QUALITy
1490 PRINT "OTHF.RWISE F._ER '0' .. ";
1500 I_ V8
1510 IF V8_0 THEN V8=O
1520 IF VS_I THEN V8=I
1530 PRINT "ENTER 'I' FOR INFLOW ITERATION CRT OUTPUT, OTHERWISE '0' ";
15_0 INPUT W2
1550 IF W2>l THEN W2=l
1560 IF Nl_0 THEN W2=0
1570 REM
1580 IF TS:>0 THEN GOTO 1790
1590 IF(T7=1) AND (V4=0) THEN GOTO 1820
1610 REM MANUAL INPUT OF ALPHa AT EACH BLADE STATION
162D REM
1630 REM A(I,I) = BLADE ANGLE OF ATTACK
1640 RLM A(2,I) = INTERVAL CONSTANTS
1650 REM A(3,I) = INTERVAL INCREMENTAL ALPHA
1660 REM




1710 PRINT "HOW MANY VALUES OF";AI;
1720 INPUT K
1730 FOR J=l TO K+I-I
1740 A(I,J)=AI
1750 IF J=20 THEN 1820
1/60 NEXT J ._,
1770 l=J+l
1780 GOTO 1690
1790 FOR I=l TO 20
1800 A(I, I)=Q(T8, I+I0)
1810 NEXT I
1820 Rh_M*************_****'#***********_***_._**********_ __ _ _ _r
1830 REM NOW HAVE 20 VALUES FOR A(I,I) [_
1840 REM A(I,I)=20 ALPHA VALUES
1850 REM ASSIGN LOOKUP TABLE INTERVALS _








1950 Rl,_t*'_'*****_e-'¢**._'_c_'*N'_'.':'_'lq_'c*_"_qccc_t';ecc'_e_.'_'_'_i__ _ _-A-__ _ _ .;_ ¢,A_ AA_ A_ _
1960 REM NOW ASSIGN LIFT AND DRAG VALUES TO LOOKUP TABLE COEFFICIENTS






















i, , _ _,,i,,f.j_,, _, • ° • • • * * • ,., • • • , ° , , , ° , , ,
2160 REM WE NOW HAVE INTERVAL LIMITS AND LINEAR COEFFICIENTS FOR THE LIFT _ ;
2170 REH AND DRAG COMPUTATIONS ..... NOW COMPUTE LIFT
2180 REH.........Y Y.Y.Y.Y.Y.Y.Y.*_-.,,-'_,._,-',_----'-'x.**__,_.,-A-c-:n_.,_..................._-_,_._**_w:
2190 IF V4=0 THEN GOT0 2540
2200 FOR I=l TO 20
2210 T(4,I)=A(I,I)
2220 NEXT I
2230 V3=I !2240 GOSUB 8410
2250 IF V9=I THEN GOTO 2540
2260 REM.,_e--ee...._ ..................................................* _ *_ _ '_ -_-_.*__
2270 REM OUTPUT VALUES TO PRINTER
2280 REH_'_Y,_,_.............._,,*_.,*Yr#_,._......, .......................,_,,_ -_
2290 PRINT #I ,CHR$(12%) !FORM FEED
2300 PRINT #1%,TAB(40)I"ANALYTIC RESULTS FOR CASE #":T8
2310 PRINT #I ," V"IV; !FREE STREAM VELOCITY
2320 PRINT #I ," N"INI; _ENGINE SPEED, REV/SEC
2330 PRINT #I ," "' •D ,D, .PROPELLER DIAMETER, FEET
2340 PRINT #I ," T";T; !REQUIRED THRUST, LBS
2350 PRINT #I ," RH0";H !AIR DENSITY, RH0
2360 PRINT #I
2370 PRINT #I ," B";B; !NUMBER OF PROPELLER BLADES -_
2380 PRINT #I ," H,KM";H2; !ALTITUDE, KM
2390 PRINT #I ," P";PI; !AVAILABLE ENGINE HORSEPOWER
2400 PRINT #1 ," V/ND";V/(NI_D) _ADVANCEANGLE, LAMBDA, DEGREES
2410 PRINT #I
2420 PRINT #i ," LAMBDA";B2; !ADVANCE RATIO
2430 PRINT #I ," TC"IBI; !THRUST COEFFICIENT 1
2440 PRINT #I ," PC";B3 !POWER COEFFICIENT
2450 PRINT #1
2460 PRINT #I ,"KSI CL D/L ALPHA"
2470 PRINT #I
2480 FOR I=l TO 20
2490 PRINT #I ,K(I),C(1,I),D(4,I),A(1,I)
2500 NEXT I






OF POOR QUALITY -'
2540 FOR 1=1 TO 20
2550 REM ___ <EQN. 8P ____-_-_..e.e._
2560 E(1)=O.5*B*SQR(B2_X2+I)*(I-K(1))/B2
2570 REH _-_._'r*.._-'_e_ <EQN 5> __,'____
2580 X(I)=K(Z)/B2




2620 REM _-__w_ <EQN 6 > _t-._-____
2630 G(I)=F(I)*X(1)**2/(X(I)_'_2+I)
2640 REM _,__ <EQN 20 > INTEGRAND __,,"*,'__
2650 M(I)=4*K(I)*G(I)*(I-D(4,I)/X(I))
!2660 NEXT I




2710 REM _'_'__ <EQN 20 > INTEGRAL _____
2720 M=Z
2730 FOR I=l TO 20




2780 REM _ <EQN 21 > INTEGRAL _____
2790 N=Z
2800 FOR I=l TO 20
2810 REM _'_'_ <EQN 16 • INTEGRAND, FIRST PART _'_
2820 Z(I)=4*K(I)*G(I)*(I+D(4,I)*X(I))
2830 NEXT I
2840 GOSUB 8830 i
2850 REM _.__ _EQN 16 > INTEGRAL, FIRST PART __'_*
2860 O=Z
2870 FOR I=l TO 20 _*




2920 REM _w_.,._.c-t_< EQN 16> INTEGRAL, SECOND PART e_-_-_-_m-_-m_
2930 P=Z
2940 IF T=O THEN 3070
2950 REM ,_.***_-,_,__,-_r.;_-____
2960 REM THE REQUIRED THRUST WAS SPECIFIED
2970 REM _;_,_,_&,_,_,__,_,_***_,__,_.___
2980 REH
2990 REM ***********_ < EQN 19> ****_.___-_;_;;;_;;
3000 ZO=M_(I-SQR(I-(4*BI*N/M_*2)))/(2*N)
3010 REM ********_w_-_,< EQN 29> NUMERATOR _:.__;__&&_
3020 B3=O*Z0+P*Z0**2







........ _...... r-_ - - _,_--_a--- .-'_'_'_'_'[_'_,.... 2_-_r -- _ _r_t_,,_............
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ORIGINALPAGE _3 _ ;
OF POOR QUALITY "'
3060 REM"A'_''r:cY'-:¢_'c'_'_¢_'_W"__"_'c_'_Yc* '':Y'_''_'c''t_'__'HcYc'_ _ Y_'_ _W_ _%"_%_ _V _ __
3070 REN THE ENGINE HORSEPOWERWAS SPECIFIED
..o.i ..,o ..,o_.,o .o ._o._ ,,.l_o.. ._,_..qb,.,%_..t v .i o °, _ ° .,o • • ._ ._ L, ..
3080 REM,r,_ ,r.....rA'Y¢ ....._ ...._%_,'¢,,_ .....:_:,_r}_Y¢_'_%YrY{_'Y_/,c_,_,_"AW,_r_,_,_,,,_%
3090 Z0=O*(SQR(I_ (4*B3*P)/O**2)-I)/(2*P)
3100 BI=M*Z0-N*Z0**2
3110 REM ..................._......._ _ ........H_ <EQN 29 > **Yn'_*****e*"_"_"_"YHr***************_ }
3120 B5=BI/B3 _, '
3130 REM*Y:**.w_*._..._..................Y,r_ _ : ._..'..'*_..._. ...* ****....**_._***********
3140 REM BEGIN SECOND SET OF OUTPUTS
3160 IF V9=l THEN 3210
3170 PRINT #I _ :
3180 PRINT #I ," Z"IZO; _
3190 PRINT #I ," ETA";B5 _
3200 REM -:_._.._._w_******.Y_._ REQUIRED TORQUE FOR CURRENT PROPELLER _r_, i
3210 Q6=V_'_*3*BI*H*D**2/(16*NI*B5) ,
3220 REM _'_*_'_::**********REQUIRED HORSEPOWER FOR CURRENT PROPELLER *
3230 PI=2*P3*NI*Q6/550
3240 REM _,_,',**_',-:_*Y,_','***_'*THRUST PRODUCED BY CURRENT PROPELLER ******
3250 T=2*P3*NI*Q6*B5/V "{
3260 IF V9=I THEN GOTO 3370
3270 PRINT #I
3280 PRINT #I ," TORQUE"IQ6;
3290 PRINT #I ," HP";PI;
3300 PRINT #I ," THRUST"IT
3310 REM..._............................... _ ........................................................... _*'_****,,_..... ':,,**,,***,.
3320 REM** **
3330 REM** BYPASS ANALYTIC CHORD AND BETA CALCULATIONS **
3340 REM** IF OFF DESIGN EVALUATION (T8>4) ** <"
3350 REM** **
3360 a_'*............................................................................................................_ :........
3370 FOR I=I TO 20
3380 REM '"***'::*'::"_*'::***<EQN 24> ...............................................................................
3390 IF T8<5 THEN C(3,I)=4*P3*B2*G(1)*Z0/(B*SQR(X(1)**2+I)*C(I, I))
3400 REM .......................................<EQN 25B> ........................................................................
3410 IF T8<5 THEN B(1)=Z9*ATN(B2*(I+Z0/2)/K(1))+A(I,I) . <_
3420 REM ********* SAVE CALCULATED ANALYTIC VALUES FOR SUBSEQUENT CASE USE *** ;
3430 IF (T8=I) AND (V4=I) THEN T(5,1)=B(1)
3440 IF (T8=2) THEN C(3,1)=T(15,1) {
3450 IF (T8=3) AND (V4=l) THEN T(7,1)=B(1)
3460 IF (T8=4) THEN C(3,1)=T(16,1) !
3470 IF (T8=5) THEN B(1)=T(9,1) i
3480 IF (T8=5) THEN C(3,I)=T(15,I)
3490 IF (T8=6) THEN B(1)=T(6,1) I
3500 IF (T8=6) THEN C(3,1)=T(12,1) I
3510 IF (T8=7) THEN B(1)=T(10,1) i
3520 IF (T8=7) THEN C(3,1)=T(16,1)
3530 IF (T8=8) THEN B(1)=T(8,1) i
3540 IF (T8=8) THEN C(3,1)=T(14,1)
3550 IF (T8=9) THEN B(1)=T(5,1) _
3560 IF (T8--9)THEN C(3,1)=T(II,I) ,i
3570 IF (T8=I0) THEN B(1)=T(7,1)






3600 IF V9=1 THEN GOTO 3670
3610 PRINT #I
3620 PRINT #I ,"C/R .5(C/R)COSB .5(CIR)SINB B"
3630 PRINT #I
364oFORI=1TO 2O
3650 PRINT #1 ,C(3,I),0.5*C(3,I)*COS(B(I)/Z9),0.S*C(3,I)*SIN(B(1)IZ9),B(I)
3660 NEXT I
3670 GOSUB 8930
3680 REM, VELOCITY OF SOUND (IN FT/SEC)
3690 C2=SQR(Z403.0*T2)
3700 REM VISCOSITY (LB*SEC/FT**2)
3710 U2=(340.8+0.548*(T2-453.0))*(10**(-9))
3720 FOR 5=1 TO 20




3770 REM REYNOLDS NUMBER
3780 R(1)=H*V(1)*C(3,1)*D/(2*U2)
3790 NEXT I
3800 IF V9=I THEN GOTO 3870
3810 PRINT #I
3820 PRINT#1 ,"MACH NO REYNOLDS NO"
3830 PRINT #I
3840 FOR I=1 TO 20 ,-
3850 PRINT #I ,M(I),R(I)
3860 NEXT I
3870 REM SET 'ANALYTIC OUTPUT COMPLETE' FLAG TO I "_:'
3880 V9=1
3890 REM _:_ _"_"_......................................._ **_............_,,_,_,,_ ,_***,,,*_w,o_x****'_****
3900 REM* CALCULATE EACH BLADE STATIONS LOCAL VELOCITY [EQN. 7] I
3910 REM_*_.**..****************************=. **_'_* _-_..__._*********
3920 REM
3930 FOR I=I TO 20 F,'%
3940 H(3,1)=(V**2+(P3*K(1)*D*NI)**2)_'_'.5 ....'_
3950 NEXT I .
3960 REM*_`**_`_`_`_*_****_`x_`_:*_****_********____
3970 REM** ** i
3980 REM** ROUTE PROGRAM FLOW BASED ON BLOWN OR NON-BLOWN OPTION **
3990 REM** (BLOWN, V4=0; NON-BLOWN, V4=l) ** I
4000 REM** **
4010 REM***_ **_*`***__**__``***** *__***_**_ _`***e_v*_` _********Yr_***_********
4020 REM*_******* SET THE JET VELOCITY AT THE TIP TO .95 MACH **_ex-_,,
4030 REM********** IF BLOWN AND THE DESIGN POINT EVALUATION **_-_**_-A_***_
4040 REM********** OTHERWISE, SHUT BLOWING OFF **__**_,Y_eA-A-A-_, I
4050 REM I
4060 IF (V4=0) AND (T_5) THEN H(I,19)=.95"C2 ELSE H(I,19)=O. !
4070 REM











ORIGINAL PAG_ i_ ';
OF POOR QUALITY "_
4660 REM
4670 REM DEFINE PHI(I) AND OTHER QUANTITIES TO START ITERATION
4680 REM
4690 B2fV/(.P3*NI*D) _ LAMBDA
4700 FOR I=l TO 20
4710 U(8,I)=ATN(B2/K(I)) : PHI(I) [EQN All
4720 A(I,I)=B(I)-U(8,I)*I80./P3 ! CALCULATED ALPHA [EQN A2]
4730 T(4,I)fA(1,I) .'ALPHA(I), CORRECTED
4740 NEXT I
4750 T(2,20)=0. ! a' AT EL;H STATION
4760 T(3,20)=0. ! PHI, CORRECTED i
4770 T(4,20)=U(8,20) : ALPHA, CORRECTED
4780 T(I,20)=0. ! a AT EACH STATION
4790 A(l,20)ffiO. ! ALPHA AT BLADE TIP
4800 REM
4810 REM INITIALIZE ITERATIVE EQUATIONS
4820 REM
4830 V7=l
4835 REM -_._,'_.c_'_:_-_ [EQN A3] _'___ i.
4840 FOR IffilTO 19
4850 H(e,I)fSIN(U(8, I))
4860 H(7, I)=C0S(U(8, I))
4870 Vlf(((B/2)*(B2"_2+1. )¢'*. 5)/B2)*(1 .-K(I))
4880 U6fEXP(-Vl)
4890 U9=ATN(SQR(I-U6**2)/U6)
4910 U(10, I)=B*C(3, I)/(8*P3*K(I))*I. /(2/P3*U9)
4920 NEXT I ,,
4930 V3=l
4940 IF V4=0 THEN G0$UB 9200 ELSE GOSUB 8410 '"
4950 FOR5$="## ## ###, ## ###. ## ###. ## ###. ## #. ###-##4Ht #. #######"
4960 REM _P,w,__a,_w_-,_,_w,__.._..,_P,,,_,,-._
4970 REM * _,.II_T;"_. _ _ 17 DEG (NON-BLO_) OR 14 DEC. (BLOI_) *
4980 REM _*_'_.___._,:.:.;._'_**___
4990 FOR I=l TO 19 :"
5000 IF V4ffi0THEN C9=14.0 ELSE C9=17.0 -._
5010 IF I>19 THEN C9=17°0 ?
5020 IF (V4=O) AND (I<20) THEN CI=1.4 ELSE CI=1.66
5030 IF A(I,I)>C9 THEN C8=CI ELSE C8=C(I,I)
5040 REM **_***_** [EQN A4] & [EQN A5] _*_**.__',_-_
5050 VIfC8*H( 7,I)/H(6, I)*-2
5060 V2=C8/H(7, I)
5070 T(1, I)=(U(IO, I)*V1) / (1.-U(10, I)*V1)
5080 T(2, I)=(U(IO, I)*V2) / (1 .+U(IO, I)*V2)
5090 REM **_w_** [EQN A6] _*********_*******¢_*_'_***_-_
5100 T(3,I)ffiATN((B2/K(I)*((I+T(I,I)) /(I-T(2, I)))))
5110 REM ****_***** [EQN A7] ._*-_..Pt_--,w,**.t_.,._-_,_**_,_-**-,',-,P_.P.,_
5120 T(4,I)=A(I, I)+28.65"(U(8, I)-T(3, I))
5130 REM _'_*******_ IF REQUESTED, OUTPUT CRT DIAGONISTIC DATA _*
5139 IF W2< >I THEN GOTO 5150
5140 IF I>l THEN GOTO 5143
5141 PRINT 1
5142 PRINT "V4 I AOA-I AOA-C PHI-I PHI-C C-MU C!IC_•:/RAD"





OF POOR QUALITY _
5170 REM _** DIAGONSTIC PRINTER OUTPUT ****_ _
5180 IF V8<>I THEN GOTO 5270 !
5190 PRINT #1%," I AOAI AOAC PHII PHIC A(I) A'(I)"
5200 FOR I=13 TO 15
5210 PRINT #1% USING '## ##_### ##.### ##.### ##.### ##.### ##.####',&
I,A(I,I),T(4,I),U(8,I)*I80/P3,T(3,I)*I80/P3,T(I,I),T(2,I) . ,_
5220 NEXT I ._
5230 REM _ END OF DIAGONISTIC OUTPUT AT THIS POINT _-_**
5240 REM i
5250 REM TEST ALPHA-ALPHAC FOR CONVERGENCE _ :
5260 REM _
5270 FOR I=l TO 19 i
5280 REM ",,_._***¢_*[EQN A9] **_'c******************************_._**¢_*_'_':***
5290 IF ABS(A(I,I)-T(4,I))>0.5 THEN V7=O i
5300 IF V8<>l THEN GOTO 5330
5310 IF ABS(A(I,I)-T(4,I))>.5 THEN PRINT "I,A(I,I),T(4,I) = ";I, A(I,I),T(4,I)
5320 REM****¢_*** [EQN A8] UPDATE CURRENT PHI AT EACH BLADE STATION *_'**** ! -"
5330 U(8,I)=(B(I)-T(4,I))*P3/180.




5380 REM "_''_" .... GEt NEW C1 & Cd VALUES FOR BLOWNOR NON-BLOWNPROPELLER*_*
5390 IF V4=0 THEN GOSUB 9200 ELSE GOSUB 8410
5400 IF V7=0 THEN GOTO 4830 E_SE GOTO 5430
5410 REM
5420 REM END OF ITERATIVE SECTION.
5430 REM '-
5440 REM CALCULATE DIFFERENTIAL THRUST AT EACH STATION, I, AND
5450 REM DIFFERENTIAL TORQUE AT EACH STATION .....
5460 REM _ F
5470 FOR I=I TO 20
5480 H(6,1)=SIN(U(8,I))
5490 H(7,!)=COS(U(8,I)) _
5500 REM ************ [EQN 9] DIFFERENTIAL THRUST ***************************** .e_
5510 H(4,1)=0.5*H*V**2*((I+T(I,I))/H(6,I))**2*B*C(3,1)*D/2
5520 H(4,1)=H(4,1)*(C(I,I)*H(7,1)-C(2,1)*H(6,1)) !
5530 REM************ [EQN I0] DIFFERENTIAL TORQUE ****************************
5540 H(5,1)=D*K(1)/4*H*V**2*((I+T(I,I))/H(6,1))**2*B*C(3,1)*D/2 _ i
5550 H(5,I)=H(5,I)*(C(I,I)eH(6,1)+C(2,I)*H(7,I)) [
5560 Z(I)=H(4,I) _ I
5570 NEXT I
5580 REM I
5590 REM INTEGRATE DT/DR TO FIND TOTAL THRUST, T6 !
5600 REM 1
5610 GOSUB 8830 1
5620 T6=Z*D*0.5 I
5630 REM _********* TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF ACTUAL THRUST TO REQUIRED THRUST _: !
5640 IF ABS(T-T6_ T/100. THEN a8=O ELSE A8=I i








• , _, • • L_,. • , • • • * • • • _..,.e..i .. • , _.., • • • • • •--o ° ° °--° •--, ,-, • ° °-, i_., ° • ,__° • _° L-,5660 R_ __._._r__ce_ .....................................................
5670 RI_I ¢_
5680 REM _ SCALE ALPHA, BETA, OR MOMENTUM COEFFICIENTS DEPENDING _-_
5690 REM _e_ ON CASE BEING RUN... THE CONTROL VARIABLES ARE AS FOLLOWi _'_
5700 REM _ C5=I (CASES 2,4-10, & BLOWN CASES) DO NOT RESCALE CHORDS
5710 REM ¢_ B7=l (CASES 1-8) DO NOT RESCALE BETA
5720 REM _-_ C6=i (CASES IN,3N, 5-10) DO NOT RESCALE ALPHA _'_
5730 REM _ ALL QUANTITIES ARE RESCALED BY REQUIRED THRUST/AVAIL. THRUST _
5"/49 REM _ **
5760 REM
5770 REH _ PRINT I)IAGONISTICS HERE IF V8=1 _--;,_;,_:.-_-,;-_-_r_
5780 IF V8< >i THEN GOTO 5860
5790 PRINT #1Z,"REQUIRED THRUST = ";T;" AVAILABLE THRUST = ";T6
5800 FOR I=13 TO 15
5810 IF C5<>I THEN PRINT ,_1%, "ALPHA VALUES ARE ";I,A(I,I)
5820 IF B7<>I THEN PRINT #1%, "BETA VALUES ARE ";I,B(I)
5830 REM
5840 NEXT I
5850 REM END OF DIAGONISTIC OUTPUT AT THIS POINT
5860 IF B7=I THEN 6030
I
5870 RI_ ¢_¢_'_*¢_'_',__*¢_¢_'_ . _'_',_-__ !




5910 PRINT"REQUIRED THRUST="; T;" AVAILABLE THRUST="; T6;"AUTODELTA BETA="; A2
5920 PRINT"TOTAL CHANGE IN BETA SO FAR THIS RUN IS ";A3 =
5930 PRINT"EI_ER '0' IF OK, 'I' TO ENTER MANUALCHANGE IN BETA," i
5940 PRINT "OR '-I' TO FORCE END OF RUN..."; I
5950 INPUT A4
5960 IF A4=-I THEN GOTO 6520 I
5970 IF A4=0 THEN GOT0 6000
5980 PRINT "ENTER NEW CHANGE IN BETA (DEGREES) ";
5990 INPUT A2 I
6000 A3=A3+A2 -,!,
I6010 PRINT "TOTAL CHANGE IN BETA NOW IS ";A3
6030 IF (C6=1) OR (V4=1 AND T8>O) THEN GOTO 6200
6040 REM __-__-____A_____
6050 REM * RESCALE ALPHA TO MATCH AVAILABLE THRUST TO REQUIRED THRUST *
6060 REM _e/e___-_o____-_-_-A-_'_'_'_'_;,_
6070 A6=.035_(T-T6)
6080 PRINT"REQUIRED THRUST ='';T;" AVAILABLE THRUST="; T6; "AUTODELTA ALPHA=" IA6
6090 PRINT"TOTAL CHANGE IN ALPHA SO FAR THIS RUN IS ";A7
6100 PRINT"ENTER '0' IF OK, 'I' TO ENTER MANUAL CHANGE IN ALPHA,"
6110 PRINT "OR '-I' TO FORCE END OF RUN...";
6120 INPUT A4
6130 IF A4=-I THEN GOTO 6520
6140 IF A4=0 THEN GOTO 6170 I
6_ _0 PRINT "ENTER NEW CHANGE IN ALPHA ";
6160 INPUT A6 .I
6170 A7=A7+A6 J
6180 PRINT"TOTAL CHANGE IN 'ALPHA' IS NOW "IA7 ,
6200 IF (T8<5) OR (T8_) THEN GOTO 6390 !
_=_ -- '....... ',,,_ , - ,,._,.,-' '_' •.._'.,I;4,,':'_:_ _- "":-_-"-"_" " ,'
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ORIGINALPAG_ _3 ,v jl
OF POOR QUALITY _! ';I,
6210 REM ********************************************************************* 1 "_
6220 REH * RESCALE ENGINE RPM TO HATCH AVAILABLE THRUST TO REQUIRED THRUST *
6240 N2=0.015*(T6-T) :i
6250 PRINT"REQUIRED THRUST=" ,T, AVAILABLE THRUST=";T6;" AUTODELTA SPEED=";N2
6260 PRINT "TOTAL CHANGE IN SPEED SO FAR THIS RUN IS ";N3 ?
6270 PRINT "ENTER '0' IF OK, 'I' TO ENTER MANUAL CHANGE IN SPEED," _ _.:
6280 PRINT "OR '-I' TO FORCE END OF RUN .... ";
6290 INPUT A4
6300 IF A4=-I THEN GOTO 6520 i
6310 IF A4=0 THEN GOT0 6340
6320 PRINT "ENTER NEW CHANGE IN SPEED (RPS) ";
6330 INPUT N2
6340 N3=N3+N2 _:
6350 PRINT "TOTAL CHANGE IN SPEED IS NOW ";N3 i
6360 HI=HI+N2 i
6370 GOSUB 9640 i
6380 PRINT "AVAILABLE HORSEPOWER IS ";T9 I
6390 FOR I=i TO 20 I
6400 REM __:_:_:_:_"_......... : ................. :_...................... _....... : .. .t .. ._.............. ** .......... * ...._ ,..* _* ,,_,'_
6410 REM * RESCALE CHORDS TO OBTAIN REQUIRED THRUST *
6420 REM ..................................................... _.......................................................
6422 IF B7<>I THEN B(1)=B(1)+A2 1
6424 IF (C6< >I) AND (V4=0) THEN B(1)=B(1)+A6 ! i
6430 IF (C5<>I) AND (V4=I) THEN C(3,_)=T/T6*C(3,1) _i
6431 IF (C5<>I) AND (T8=0) THEN C(3,1)=T/T6*C(3,Z)
6440 NEXT I
6450 REM _._..._:_..:_ ..... :_._.._...... r......_...: .............. _,:............ _:_...... :...:.._:_:_._._._.**_t_:,_..:_:
6460 REM ** **
6470 REM ** FOR SCALED VALUES, PROGRAM FLOW GOES TO INFLOW **
6480 REM ** ITERATIONS **
6490 REM ** **
6500 REM ..................................................................................................................._... ....
6501 IF W_ >I THEN GOTO 4560
6502 IF (C_I) AND (V4=I OR TS=0) THEN PRINT" CHORDS HAVE BEEN RESCALED"
6510 GOTO 4560
6520 REM 'r:
6530 REM INTEGRATE DQ/DR TO FIND TOTAL TORQUE, Q6 i
6540 REM











6660 REM SKIP BLOWING CALCULATIONS FOR NON-BLOWN CASE (V4=I)
6670 REM '_!









6700 REM CALCULATETHE MASS FLOW PER FOOT (H(8,I)) AND THE
6710 REM HORSEPOWER PER FOOT (H(9,I)) REQUIRED...20
6730 FOR I=I TO 20
6740 IF 1>19 THEN GOTO 6820
6750 IF H(I,I)>O. THEN GOTO 6790
6760 H(8,I)=O
6770 GOTO 6810
6780 REM ..........." ........ [EQN II] ,_-_..._r** . .
6790 H(8,1)=U(I,I)*C(3,1)*D/4*H*H(3,1)**2/H(I,I)
6800 REM *******_*_******** [EQN 12] *******_'_******
6810 H(9,I)=H(8,1)*6006.*T2*((H(2,1)/U5)**.286-1)/550.
6820 IF I>19 THEN H(9,1)=O
6830 IF 1>19 THE_ H(8,1)=O.
6840 Z(I)=H(9,I)
6850 NEXT I j
6860 REM
6870 REM INTEGRATE HP REQUIRED/FOOT TO FIND TOTAL HP, TI
68_ REM
6890 GOSUB 8830 I
6900 TI=Z*B*D*.05
6910 RL_
6920 REM INTEGRATE MASS FLOW/FOOT TO FIND TOTAL MASS FLOW
6930 REM
6940 FOR I=I TO 20
6950 Z(1)=H(8,1)
696G NEXT I
6970 GOSUB 8830 _-
6980 MO=Z*B*D*0.5
6990 REM *_:_**_:**_:*_`_`_:*_`_:_`_`_-*.`_._`_`_:_`_:_._`******_`.***_**___
7000 REM * CALCULATE COMPBESSOR HP REQUIRED [EQN. 13] * '
7020 T0=MO*6006./550.*T2*((U5/P2)**.286-1)
7030 REM _***_:_**__*___*_w_*_%-._**.._*_*****_¢c_*_ _
7040 REM * CALCULATE TOTAL USEFUL WORK [EQN. 15] * _%
7050 REM ***_*_*_**_*_w_*****_._*_*_********_w_*_**********_*_._****_`_*
7060 T3=T6*V/550. ,i
7070 REM _¢***_*_:_*_.-_*_*****_*`_***********_***********___-_ i
7080 REM * CONVERT AERODYNAMIC TORQUE TO HORSEPOWER [EQN. AI0] *





7140 REM * CALCULATE EFFICIENCY [EQN. 16] * !
7150 REM *************************************_*____ J
7160 B6=T3/T5 I
7170 REM **_wr***********_w_********************_,_g-_r_**_,___
7180 REM * CALCULATE LOCAL MACH NUMBER [EQN. All], REYNOLD'S NUMBER *
7190 REM * [EQN. AI2], AND DRAG-TO-LIFT RATIO [EQN. AI3] * ,_
7200 REM *_-_************************__*****_-_******___ I








7240 D(4,I)=C(2,I)/C(1,I) OF POOR QUALITY'
7250 NEXT I
7260 R_4 __w_ DETERMINE AVAILABLE HP AT THE CURRENT RPM __
7270 GOSUB 9640
7300 REM ¢___¢_:*_._r_c_-_r_*_-_-______
7310 REM * THE NEXT SECTION SAVES DATA FOR POST-PROCESS CROSS PLOTTING *
7320 REM __*_***_._.___._-_wo_ow_._-_w_o_.__
7330 IF (T8C5) OR (A4=-I) OR (A8=O) THEN GOTO 7580
7340 FORI$="00 ## ###.## ###.## ###.## ###.## #####. ###.## ####.## ##.# ## .
7350 FTEM$="#_'##.## ###.####"
7360 FORI$=FORI$+FTEM$
7370 FOR2$="01 ## ###.#### ###.#### ###.#### ###.### #.##### ####.##,,
7380 FOR35="02 ## #.## ###.#### ###.#### #####.## ####.### #.##### ##.### ,,
7390 FTEM$="#.##### ########."
7400 FOR3$=FOR3$+FTEM$
7410 FOR45="03 ## ####.### #.####### ######.#"
7420 PRINT #2% USING FORI$, T8,A3,A7,V,_I,H2/(3.048E-4),T2,P2,D,B,T6,B6
7430 PRINT #2% USING FOR2$,T8,TO,TI,T5,Tg,U5/P2,T
7440 FOR I =I TO 20
7450 PRINZ #2Z USING FOR3$,T8,K(I),C(I,I),C(2,I),I./D(4,I),A(I,I),&
C(3,1),B(I),Q(0,1),R(I)
7460 NEXT I
7470 IF V4=I THEN GOTO 7510
7480 FOR I = 1 TO 20
7490 PRINT #2% USING FOR4$,T8,H(1,I),U(I,I),H(2,I)
7500 NEXT I
7510 PRINT #2%, "99 99 9999.999 9.9999999 9999.999"
7520 GOTO 5780 _,_
7530 REM *_***_*_-____****_-_o__._-_r_c_
7540 REM _ **
7550 REM _-_ FORMATTED LINE PRINTER OUTPUT FOR ALL CASES _-_
7560 REM ** **
7570 RF21 _*_*__'_*_"_**_-_'*_"_*_'___wr_w_
7580 A4=0
7590 PRINT #1, CHR$(12%) !FORM FEED "_
7600 PRINT #1,TAB(60%)_"RESULTS FOR CASE #"|T8 >_
7610 IF V4=l THEN GOTO 7640 !NON-BLOWN CASE _.
7620 PRINT #1,TAB(35%)_"PROPELLER CHARACTERISTICS";TAB(IO5%)_& "
"JET CHARACTERISTICS"
7630 GOT0 7650 i
7640 PRINT #1,TAB(35%);"PROPELLER CHARACTERISTICS" i
7650 PRINT #I I
7660 PRINT #I," KSI LIFT COEF DRAG COEF L/D RATIO ALPHA "_& I
"CHORD/RAD TWIST MACH NO. REYNOLDS" !
7670 IF V4=I THEN 7690
7680 PRINT #1,TAB(101%)!"JET VEL. MOM. COEF JET PRES."! I
7690 PRIN_ #I {
7700 FOR I=l TO 20
7710 PRINT #1 USING ' #._ "_' ................... "_
... ,,,,_._ . ......,,,,..###.##### ###.####',&
K(1),C(I,I).C(2,1),IlD(4,I),A(1,I)!
7720 PRINT #1 USING ' #.####### ###.#### #.###### ########.#,,&
C(3,I),B(I),Q(0,I),R(I)!
7730 IF V4=I THEN 7750
65
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7780 PRINT #1 _R_L P_ _
7790 PRINT #1 OF POOR Q_AL_
7800 PRINT #I, TAB(37);"OPERATING CO_ITIONS"
7810 PRINT #I
7820 AS=' VEL=###.# F/S ENG SPD--##.## RPS '
7830 B$='ALT=######.## FEET AIR DEMUr.###### SL/Cb 'T '
7840 C$='TEMP=####.## DEG-R AMB PRES=####.# PSF'
7850 DS=AS+B$+C$
7860 PRINT #I
7870 PRINT #1 USING D$,V,NI,H2/(3.048E-4),H,T2,P2
7880 PRINT #I
7890 PRINT #1, TAB(40);"PROPELLER DATA"
7900 PRINT #1
7910 A$_' DIAffi##.#FT BLDS=## TH=####.## LBS '
7920 B$='EFF=#.#### LA_=##.### RQD HP=####.## AVL HP=####.## '
7930 C$=A$+B$
7940 PRINT #i USING C$,D,B,T6,B6,B2,TS,T9
7950 IF V4=l THEN GOTO 8040
7960 PRINT #1
7970 PRINT #1
7980 PRINT #I, TAB(42);"COMPRESSOR"
7990 PRINT #I
8000 AS=' MASS FLOW=###.#### SL/SEC COMP HPffi###.#### '
8010 B$='COMPRESSOR RATIO=###.####' .,_;
8020 C$=A$+B$ i_
8030 PRINT #1 USING C$,MO,T0,U5/P2
8040 PRINT #1
8060 REH _
8070 REM _'_ END OF OUTPUT FOR THE PRESENT CASE
8080 REM _ _ F _.
8090 R.'_ _ _ "_
8100 REM __-_-_r_-___r*_-_._:___ !
8120 REM _ SAVE BETA, B(I), AND FINAL CHORDS, C(3,I) FOR PROPELLERS _'_
8130 REM_'_ A, A', B, C, C', AND D ACCORDING TO SCHEME IN NOTES...
8140 REM___ ______
8150 IF T8_4 THEN GOTO 8280
_1_oFOR I=ITO 20
8170 If (T8=I) AND (V4=I) THEN T(II,I)=C(3,I)
8180 IF (T8=l) AND (V4=O) TH@NT(15,I)=C(3,I)
8190 IF (T8=l) AND (V4=0) THEN T(9,I)=B(I)
8200 IF (T8=2) THENT(12,I)=C(3,I)
_210 IF (T8=2) THEN T(6,I)=B(Z)
8220 IF (T8=3) AND (V4=1) THEN T(13,I)=C(3,I)
8230 IF (T8=3) AND (V4=O) THEN T(i6,I)-C(3,I)
8240 IF (TS=3j AND (V4=O) THEN T(IO,Z)=B(I) "






8"/_00 IF (T8=4) THEN T(8,I)=B(I) 1
8270 NEXT I |
8280 IF (T7=O) OR (V4=O) THEN GOTO 8320
8290 V4=0
8300 GOTO 1790 _
8310 REM _-_.._.._:_'.-_'_:e_"EXAMINE NEXT CASE?" DECISION POINT _'_:,_:,:,:,:,:,_:, _
8320 PRINT "ENTER OPTION NUMBER";TAB(30);"O = STOP" i
8330 PRINT TAB(30);"1 = RESTART PROGRAM "
8340 PRINT TAB(30);"CONTROL-C OR CONTROL-Y = EXIT TO MONITOR"
8350 PRINT "ENTER OPTION...";
8360 INPUT I8
8370 IF I8<=0 THEN STOP




8420 REH .":* ¢:¢"
8430 REM _-_:. CALCULATE LIFT, DRAG, AND DRAG/LIFT PATIO FOR THE NON-
8440 REM ._.': BLOWN PROPELLER
8450 RhT__: INPT_£S" V3=STARTING LOOP VALUE (I-RST BLADE STATION) _'
8460 REM _-_:_ T(4, I)=ALPHA' S _'_
8470 REM -m_. A(2, I)=INTERVAL CONSTANTS _ i
8480 REM _* L(I,I)=LIFT CONSTANTS _w:
8490 REM _':_ D(3,1)=DRAG CONSTANTS _'::
8500 REM _'_ OUTPUTS'C(I,I)=LIFT COEFFICIENTS _-_
8510 REM ".._ C(2,I)=DRAG COEFFICIENTS _'_
8520 REM _. D(4,I)=DRAG/LIFT RATIO _ .,_
8530 REM ._:_.
8550 FOR I=V3 TO 20
8560 D(3,8)=SIN(T(4, I))
8570 D(3,9)=nIN(T(4, I))
8580 IF T(4,1 :=12 THEN FI=6 ELSE FI=7
8590 I_ T(4,I)>!7. THEN GOTO 8720 _"
8600 REH








8690 C(I,I)=L(I,J)+((K2-L(I, J))/D3)_(T(4, I)-A(2, J))




8740 IF ABS(C(2,I))<O.O001 THEN C(2,I)ffi0.O001 1 '}
8750 D(4,I):C(2,I)/C(1,I) "





,,,,, ...... o,o.o_,o..m ...... ,°, .... ,-,,oo° ........... °°-=8780 REM _...................................................
8790 R]_ _r_
8800 REM_ SIMPSON'S RULE INTEGRATION _'_
8810 REM _'_ _-k
8820 REM _'_'..__'____'_'_'_'_'_
8830 Q=O
8840 FOR J=l TO 10
8850 Q=£H-Z(l+2_(3-1))
8860 NEXT 3 ORIGINAL PAGE _8870 R=O







8950 REM_-_ ATMOSPHERIC CHARACTERISTICS SUBROUTINE _-_
8960 REM_'_
8970 REM ________
8980 IF HI_I THEN 9070
8990 IF H_20 THEN 9100
9000 IF H2<32 THEN 9130
9010 IF H_47 THEN 9160 _:
9020 REM___,_AA_A__,_AA_A_A__
9030 RE}{ H = DENSITY IN SLUGS/_3
9040 REM P2 = AMBIENT PRESSURE IN LB/_2 i_






9110 T2=389.97 i "_








9200 REH _*_-________ i
9210 REM_ ** !
9220 REM_ BLOWN PROPELLER LINEARIZEDLOOKUP SUBROUTINE _
9230 REM _ _ _ _ _ I N P U T S _ _ _ _ ** i
9240 REM_V MOMENTUM COEFFICIENTS AT STATION I, U(I,I) ** i-
9250 REM_ BLADE ANGLE OF ATTACK AT STATION I, T(4,I) **
92_0 REM _ ** 4
9270 REM _ ___;._o_-m_-_-___ _, .I
g
....._.__,_._ _''_r'_ _ '5 _e 1_.,_.___r
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OF POOR QUALITY _'
9280 REM _ LIFT COEFFICIENTS AT STATION I, C(l,I) **
9290 REM ** DRAG COEFFICIENTS AT STATION I, C(2,I) **
9300 REM _ DRAG/LIFT COEFFICIENTS AT STATION I, D(4,I) ** _,
9310 REM _ _,_
9320 REM _.o_._**_.._,_o_**.,___o_-..e_.cee_,_m
9330 FOR I=l TO 19 _ _:
i
9340 GOSUB 9470
9350 IF (T(4,I_ -12.0)AND (W2=I) THEN PRINT "I,AOA,UO,UI=";I,T(4,I),U0,UI
9360 IF UO_=I4.0 THEN GOTO 9400 -_
9370 C(I,I)=J(D0,1)+J(U0,2)*U(I,I)+UI*(J(U0,3)+J(UO,4)*U(I,I)) _ :
9380 C(2,I)=J(U0,5)+J(UO,6)*U(I,I)+UI*(J(UO,7)+J(U0,8)*U(I,I))
9390 GOTO 9420 _
9400c(1,i)=o i ,
9410 C(2,1)=SIN(T(4,1)/Z9) 1
9420 IF ABS(C(I,I)_ 0.001 THEN C(l,l)=0.001 _ _
9430 IF ABS(C(2,1)k 0.0001 THEN C(2,1)=0.0001
9440 D(4,I)=C(2,I)IC(1,I) _ .
9450 NEXT I "_
9460 RETURN _
J
947 0 REM*¢:***_,_=,-_ _,_x*=,_****.._,_,___*************** |
9480 REM** **
9490 REM** SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE LOOKUP TABLE INTERVAL **




9540 IF UO -12. THEN 9580





9600 IF UO=9 THEN UI=UI*I.5 _ _




9650 REM _._ _ I
9660 REM e, SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE AVAILABLE HORSEPOWER ** _I9670 REM ** AS A FUNCTION OF ENGINE RPM @ FULL THROTTLE =_
9680 REM ** ** 1











Symbol C_oss Reference Table
The following table lists for each program symbol "variable name) th_
number (label) of every statement in which that symbol can be found. Symbols
that end with the dollar sign ($) are string variables, and are used here to
store formatting information for printer, terminal, or disk file output. All
other symbols are used for numDerlc da_a, with no differentiation made for
lnteger or floating-point data. The Class column contains only the letter 'I'
or a blank; if an 'I' is present, the corresponding Symbol is an array
variable, otherwise, it is a scalar variable.
The 'References' column lists the statement labels for those statements in
which each symbol is found. The statement label is the integer portion of the
Reference number_ the fractional portion indicates which element of the
statement contains the symbol, and is most often '.001' indicating the first
part. The fractional portion will be other values when the symbol is found in
the 'IF...THEN...ELSE...' type statement, with the occurrance found aft-r
'THEN' or 'ELSE'. The pound sign (#) indicates the statement in which array
variables are dimensioned.
Symbol Class References
A I 90.001# 1740.001 1800.001 1870.001 1880.001
1890.001 1900.001 1910.001 1920.001 1930.001
1940.001 2210.001 2490.001 3410.002 4720.001
4730.001 4790.001 5030.001 5120.001 5143.001
5210.001 5290.001 5310.001 5310.002 5350.001 i
5810.002 7450.001 7710.001 8680.001 8690.001 i
8700,001
AS 7820.001 7850.001 7910.001 7930.001 8000.001
8020.001
A1 1700.001 1710.001 1740.001
I
A2 5900.001 5910.001 5990.001 6000.00i 6422.002 I
A3 590.0gi 5920.001 6000.001 6010.001 7420.001 i
I
A4 5950.001 5960.001 5970.001 6120.001 6130.001 I
6140._,01 6290.001 6300.001 6310.001 7330.001
7580.001 i
A5 4290.001 4300.001 _300.002 4310.001
A6 6070.001 6080.001 6160.001 6170.001 6424.002 '_
A7 600.001 6090.001 61_.001 6180.001 7420.001 '
I





OE POOR QUALITY _'
Symbol Class References
B 730.001 1140.001 2370.001 2560.001 3390.002
4870.001 4910.001 5510.001 5540.001 6900.001
6980.001 7420.001 7940.001
B I 90.001# 3410.002 3430.002 3450.002 3470.002
3490.002 3510.002 3530.002 3550.002 3570.002
3650.001 4720.001 5143.001 5330.001 5820.002
6422.002 6424,002 7450.001 7720.001 8190.002
8210.002 8240.002 8260.002
B$ 7830.001 7850.001 7920.001 7930.001 8010.001
8020.001
B1 1240.001 2430.001 3000.001 3040.001 3100.001
3120.001 3210.001
B2 1260.001 2420.001 2560.001 2580.001 3390.002
3410.002 4690.001 4710.001 4870.001 5100.001 i i
7940.001 i l
J_
B3 1280.001 2440.001 3020.001 3040.001 3090.001 _
3120.001 ! _
B5 3040.001 3120.001 3190.001 3210.001 3250.001 ,
4 •
B6 7160.001 7420.001 7940.001
I
B7 760.001 1408.002 1408.003 5_20.001 5860.001 '_
6422.001 !'
C I 90.001# 2490.001 3390.002 3440.002 3460.002 ! i
3480.002 3500.002 3520.002 3540.002 3560.002 !
3580.002 3650.001 3780.001 4910.001 5030.003
5143.001 5510.001 5520.001 5540.001 5550.C01
6430.002 6431.002 6790.001 7230.001 7240.001 ':_
7450.001 7710.001 7720.001 8170.002 8180.002
8200.002 8220.002 8230.002 8250.002 8690.001
8700.001 8720.001 8730.001 8740.001 8740.002
8750.001 9370.001 9380.001 9400.001 9410.001
9420.001 9420,002 9430.001 9430.002 9440.001
C$ 7840.001 7850.001 7930.001 7940.001 8020.001
d030.O01
CI 1405.001 1406.001 1407.001 1408.001 1409.001 I
5020.002 5020.003 5030.002
C2 3690.001 3760.001 4060.002 7220.001 1
C5 750.001 1407.002 1407.003 5810.001 6430.001
,I
6431.001 6502.001
C6 770.001 1409.002 1409.003 6030.001 6424.001
.71
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' _,bol Class References
L
C7 780.001 1380.001 1390.001 1390.002 1400.001
'-' 1400.002 1420.001 1430.001
:,i C_ 5030.002 5030.003 5050.001 5060.001
C9 5000.002 5000.003 5010.002 5030.001
D 700.001 880.001 1220.001 1240.001 1260.001
2330.001 2400.001 3210.001 3780.001 3940.001
_ 4140.001 4220.001 4380.001 4570.001 4690.001
,'F
5510.001 5540.001 5620.001 6590.001 6790.001
' 6900.001 6980,001 7230.001 7420.001 7940.001
_ D I 90.001# 2080.001 2090.001 2100.001 2110.001
2120.001 2130.001 2140.001 2490.001 2650.001
2820.001 2890.001 7240.001 7450.001 7710.001
8560.001 8570.001 8700.001 8750.001 9440.001
D$ 7850.001 7870.001 _
D3 8680,001 8690.001 8700.001
E I 70.001# 2560.001 2600.001
; F I 70.001# 2610.001 2630.001 ,,
I
F1 8580.002 8580.003 8630.001 I
FORI$ 7340.001 7360.001 7420.001
FOR2$ 7370.001 7430.001




FTEM$ 7350.001 7360.001 7390.001 7400.001
G I 70.001# 2630.001 2650.001 2820.001 2890.001
3390.002
H I 70,001# 3940.001 4060.002 4060,003 4100.001
4150.001 4230,001 4290,001 4310.001 4380.001
4470.001 4570.001 4850.001 4860.001 5050.001
5060.001 5480,001 5490.001 5510.001 5520.001
5540,001 5550.001 5560,001 6560.001 6750.001 ,i
6760.001 6790,001 6810.001 6820.002 6830.002 i





Symbol Class References OF POOR QUALITY
H 1240.001 1280.001 2350.001 3210.001 3780.001 I
4100.001 4290.001 5510.001 5540.001 6790.001 !7230.001 7870.001 9180.001
H2 720,001 940,001 1020.O01 1030.001 2380.001
7420,001 7870,001 8980.001 8990.001 9000.001
9010,001 9070,001 9080,001 9100.001 9130,001
• 9140.001 9160.001 9170.001
I 260.001 280.001 300.001 510.001 530.001
550.001 1290,001 1310.001 1320.001 1680.001
1690.001 1730.001 1770.001 1790.001 1800.001
1810.001 2200.001 2210.001 2220,001 2480.001
2490.001 2500.001 2540.001 2560.001 2580.001
2600.001 2610.001 2630.001 2650.001 2660.001
2670.001 2680.001 2690.001 2730.001 2750.001
2760.001 2800.001 2820.001 2830.001 2870.001
2890,001 2900.001 3370.001 3390.002 3410.002
3430.002 3440.002 3450.002 3460.002 3470.002
3480.0G2 3490.002 3500.002 3510.002 3520.002
3530.002 3540.002 3550.002 3560.002 3570.002
3580.002 3590.001 3640.001 3650.001 3660.001
3720.O01 3740.001 3760.001 3780.001 3790.001
3840.001 3850.001 3860.001 3930.001 3940,001
3950.001 4210.001 4220.001 4230.001 4290.001 _
4310,001 4380.001 4390,001 4470.001 4510.001 _ ....
4560.001 4570.001 4580.001 4590.001 4700.001
4710.001 4720.001 4730.001 4740.001 4840.001
4850.001 4860.001 4870.001 4910.001 4920.001
4990.001 5010.OO1 5020.001 5030.001 5030.003
5050.001 5060.001 5070.001 . 5080.001 5100.001 .__o_
5120.001 5140.001 5143.001 5150.001 5200.001
5210.001 5220.001 5270.001 5290.001 5310.001 _
5310.002 5330.001 5350.001 5360.001 5470.001 t
5480.001 5490.001 5510.001 5520.001 5540.001
5550.001 5560.001 5570.001 5800.001 5810.002 i
5820.002 5840.001 6390.001 6422.002 6424.002 i6430.002 6431.002 6440.001 6550.001 6560.001
6570.001 6730.001 6740.001 6750.00! 6760.001 179 81 82 82 2 83
6830.002 6840.001 6850.001 6940.001 6950.001
6960.001 7210.001 7220.001 7230.001 7240.001
7250.001 7440.001 7450.001 7460.001 7480.001 l
7490.001 7500.001 7700.001 7710.001 7720.001 174 .0 1 76 .0 1 816 .0 1 817 .0 2 818 . 2
8190.002 8200.002 8210.002 8220.002 8230.002 1
8240.002 8250.002 8260.002 8270.001 8550.001
8560.001 8570.001 8580.001 8590.001 8630.001 '|
_690.001 8700.001 8720.001 8730.001 8740.001
8740.002 8750.001 8760.001 9330.001 9350.001
9350.002 9370.001 9380.001 9400.001 9410.001 !
9420.001 9420.002 9430.001 9430.002 9440.001 y
9450.001 9530.001 9590.001
73





I Symbol Class References _. _ :_ <.._ '
J 0_ PO0_ _AL|TY
18 8360.001 8370.001 8380.001
I J 270.001 280.001 290.001 520.001 530.001!
540.001 1730.001 1740.001 1750.001 1760.001
, 1770.001 8630.001 8670.001 8680.001 8690.001
! 8700.001 8840.001 8850.001 8860.001 8880.001
I 8890.001 8900.O01 i
!
J I 80.001# 280.001 9370.001 9380.0CI
K 1720.001 1730.001
K I 80.001# 1310.001 2490.001 2560.001 2580,001
2650.001 2820.001 2890.001 3410.002 3740.001 i
3940.001 4140.001 4220.001 4380.001 4390.001
4570.001 4580.001 4710.001 4870.001 4910.001
5100.001 5540.001 7450.001 7710.001
K2 8670.001 8690.001 ,
L I 90.001# 1990.001 2000.001 2010.001 2020.001
2030.001 2040.001 2050.001 2060.001 2070.001
8670.001 8690.001 : ,
M 2720.001 3000.001 3100.001
M I 80.001# 2650.001 2'680.001 2750.001 3760.001
3850.001
M0 6980.001 7020.001 8030.001
,
N 2790.001 3000.001 3100.001
NI 690.001 850.001 1260.001 2320.O01 2400.001 _
3210.001 3230.001 3250.001 3740.O01 3940.001
4140.001 4220.001 4380.001 4390.001 4570.001
4580.001 4690.001 6360.001 7110.001 7420.001
7870.001 9700.001
N2 6240.001 6250.001 6330.001 6340.O01 6360.001
N3 610.001 6260.001 6340.001 6350.O01
0 2860.001 3020.001 3090.001
P 2930.001 3020.001 3090.001
P1 740.001 1170.001 1280.001 2390.001 3230.001 I
3290.001
P2 4100.001 4290,001 7020.001 7420.001 7430.001 I









P3 990.001 I000.001 1240.001 1260.001 1280.001
2610.001 3230.001 3250.001 3390.002 3740.001
3940.001 4140.001 4220.001 4380.001 4390.001
4570.001 4580.001 4690.001 4720.001 4910.001
" 5210.001 5330.001 7110.001 !
|. Q 8830.001 8850.001 8910.001
Q I 70.001# 530.001 680.001 690.001 700.001
710.001 720.001 730.001 740.001 750.001
i 760.001 770.001 780.001 1800.001 7220.001
_' 7450.001 7720.001
!
Q6 3210.001 3230.001 3250.001 3280.001 6590.001
7110.001
R 8870.001 8890.001 8910.001
R I 70.001# 3780.001 3850.001 7230.001 7450.00]
7720.001
R6 1220.001 1280,001 3740.001 4390,001 4580.001
T I 70.001# 2210.001 3430.002 3440.002 3450.002
3460.002 3470.002 3480.002 3490.002 3500.002 1|i
3510.002 3520.002 3530.002 3540.002 3550.002
3560.002 3570.002 3580.002 4730.001 4750.001
4760.001 4770.001 4780.001 5070.001 5080.001
5100.001 5120.001 5143.001 5210.001 5290.001
5310.001 5310.002 5330.001 5350.001 5510.001 i
5540.001 8170.002 8180.002 8190.002 8200.002
8210.002 8220.002 8230.002 8240.002 8250.002
8260.002 8560.001 8570.001 8580.001 8590.001
8630.001 8690.001 8700.001 8730.001 9350.001
9350.002 9410.001 9530.001 9590.001
T 710.001 910.001 1240.001 2340.001 2940.001
3250.001 3300.001 5640.001 5790.001 5900.001
5910.001 6070.001 6080.001 6240.001 6250.001
6430.002 6431.002 7430.001
TO 6630.001 7020.001 7120.001 7430.001 8030.001
. TI 6640.001 6900.001 7120.001 7430.001
T2 3690.001 3710.001 4140.001 4220.001 6810.001
, 7020.001 7420.001 7870.001 9080.001 9110.001
9140,001 9170,001 9180.001
!] T3 7060.001 7160.001
I









T5 7120.001 7160.001 743U.001 7940.001
i T6 5620.001 5640.001 5790.001 5900.001 5910.001
i 6070.001 6080.001 6240.001 6250.001 6430.002
6431.002 7060.001 7420.001 7940.001
T7 1430.002 1430.003 1590.001 8280.001
T8 650.001 660.001 670.001 670.002 680.001
690.001 700.001 710.001 720.001 730.001
740.001 750.001 760.001 770.001 780.001
790.001 1080.001 1340.001 1580.001 1800.001
2300.001 3390.001 3410.001 3430.001 3440.001
3450.001 3460.001 3470.001 3480.001 3490.001
3500.001 3510.001 3520.001 3530.001 3540.001
3550.001 3560.001 3570.001 3580.001 4060.001
5650.001 6030.001 6200.001 6431.001 6502.001
7330.001 7420.001 7430.001 7450.001 7490.001
7600.001 8150.001 8170.001 8180.001 8190.001
8200.001 8210.001 8220.001 8230.001 8240.001
8250.001 8260.001
T9 6380.001 7430.001 7940.001 9700.001
U I 80.001# 4470.001 4710.001 4720.001 4770.001
4850.001 4860.001 4910.001 5070.001 5080.001
5120.001 5143.001 5210.001 5330.001 5480.001
5490.001 6790.001 7490.001 7740.001 9370.001 i
9380.001 i
UO 9350.002 9360.001 9370.001 9380.001 9530.001 I•
9540.001 9550.001 9560.001 9580.001 9590.001
!
9600.001
UI 9350.002 9370.001 9380.001 9590.001 9600.002 •
9620.001
U2 3710.001 3780.001 7230.001
U4 4140.001 4150.001 4220.001 4230.001
U5 4150.001 4230.001 6810.001 7020.001 7430.001
8030.001
!
U6 4880.001 4890.001 i
,!









V 680.001 820.001 1240.001 1260.001 1280.001
2310.001 2400.001 3210.001 3250.001 3740.001
3940.001 4380.001 4390.001 4570.001 4580.001
4690.001 5510.001 5540.001 7060.001 7420.001
7870.001
V I 90.001# 3740.001 3760.001 3780.001 4390.001
4580.001
!'VI 4870.001 4880.001 5050.001 5070.001 l
V2 5060.001 5080.001 _
!
v3 2230.001 49_0.001 5370.001 8550.001
v4 1420.002 1420.003 1440.001 1590.001 2190.001
3430.001 3450.001 4060.001 4940.001 5000.001
5020.001 5143.001 5390.001 6030.001 6424.001 '
6430.001 6502.001 6680.001 7470.001 7610.001
7670.001 7730.001 7950.001 8170.001 8180.001
8190.001 8220.001 8230.001 8240.001 8280.001
829o.ool
V7 4830.001 5290.002 5400.001
v8 1500.001 1510.001 1510.002 1520.001 1520.002
5180.001 5300.001 5780.001
V9 570.001 1440.002 2250.001 3160.001 3260.001
3600.001 3800.001 3880.001
W2 1540.001 1550.001 1550.002 1560.001 1560.002 "
5139.001 6501.001 9350.001 4_
X I 70.001# 2580.001 2630.001 2650.001 2750.001 i
2820.001 2890.001 3390.002 i|
Y 2600.001 2610.001 I
Z I 90.001# 2680.001 2750.001 2820.001 2890.001 1
5560.001 6560.001 6840.001 6950.001 8850.001
8890.001
Z 2720.001 2790.001 2860.001 2930.001 5620.001
• 6590.001 6900.001 6980.001 8910.001 !
• ZO 3000.001 3020.001 3090.001 3100.001 3180.001 o
3390.002 3410.002
Z9 I000.001 3410.002 3650.001 5143.001 8_0.0_3 _' .!
941oool i
77
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Detailed Program Description
This section describes in more detail the program operations, keyed to the
i line numbers given above. Generalized descriptions are provided where a
Ii combination of the previous description and the comments embeded in the list-
ing appear adequate; for the less obvious functions, more detail is provided
here. To facilitate the description, it will be assumed that the program is
I memory resident, ready for execution. Program flow for Case #I will be
!
examined to illustrate operation.
After the array declaration statements at line numbers 70 - 90, two output
files are opened and margins are defined for each (lines 130 - 160). File
"0UTPUT.DAT" is used for 132 co_ 'ranprinter data, and "CRPLOT.DAT" is an 80
column file used for cross-plot data accumulation in the off-design point
analysis.
DATA statements 170 - 250 contain the 9 X 8 coefficient matrix elements
used in the blown propeller aerodynamic coefficient lookup table subroutine.
The matrix itself, J(9,8), is filled during the execution of statements 260 -
300. The rows of J( ) represent angle of attack intervals of three degrees
each. They start with the interval (-12,-9) degrees and end with the interval
(12,14) degrees. The first four columns of J( ) represent linearized "_
coefficients used in the lift coefficient equation and the second four columns
represent the coefficients for the drag coefficient equation. The subroutines
at 9200 - 9630 calculate the lift and drag coefficients as a function of angle *
of attack and momentum coefficient as
;i CR'cz -J('.l)• J(',2)C. <J(',3) • J(',4)%/ (_u_ c¢_ (A14_ _1[,
with C - momentum coefficients, i
m
a_ - angle-o£-attack interval lower limit .!i
_U " angle-of-attack interval upper limit 4





The DATA statements between lines 310 - 500 are used to define the
programmed eases 1 - 19. Each case requires thirty-one data elements. The
data defined here i_ read into a 10 X 31 array Q(10,0:30) with statements 510 -
550 in the order specified by the symbols list preeeeding this program listing.
Program lines 560 - 610 reset certain flags and accumulators specified in
the comment statements. Lines 620 - 640 starts user interaction by asking for
either a predefined case (I - I0) or a signal for manual input (0). If a non-
zero ease is entered, airspeed, engine RPH, etc. arP loaded from the Q( )
matrix at lines 680 - 780; if a zero is entered, the program interactively
obtains the required data at lines 800 - 950. For the example Case #I, lines
680 - 780 make V = 270, N1 = 41.6, D = 6, T = 324, H2 = I0000, B = 3, Pl = 0,
C5 = O, B7 = I, 06 = O, and C7 = 3. Between lines 950 - 1070, radian/degree !
conversion factors are defined and the atmospheric characteristics subroutine i
)
is invoked. Lines 1090 - 1200 interactivly query for additional case dat&;
this information has already been supplied for the cases 1-10, so program flow i
jumps to line 1210 for the Case #I example.
£he section from line 1210 to line 1330 caleuates run data based on the
specific case under analysis. Variable descriptions are given in the REMark
I
statements and equation references are also provided there. As mentioned
earlier, equation references enclosed with angle brackets <> are from
Reference 4, while those enclosed with square brackets [ L are from this
report. Line 1340 branches arol,nd the ease examination question at lines 1350 i
- 1400, and lines 1420 - 1440 set up the control variables V4, TT, and V9
according to which propellers are to be designed/evaluated. For Case #I, both
non-blown and blown propeller_ will be designed (C7 = 3); in this situation, V4
= I, T7 = I, and V9 is left at its value o_ 0 defined at line 570. From the
program variable li_t prior to the program itself; the control variables can be
interpreted as (I) the current ease is non-blown (V4 = I), (2) both non-blown
and blown propellers will be evaluated (T7 = I), and (3) output from the
Analytic design section has not been completed (V9 = 0). When both non-blown/
blown analysis is conducted in a single Case, the non-blown evaluation is
always done first.
Lines 1450 - 1570 inquire as to whether certain diagonistic output is to
_t
be included in the print file "0UTPUT.DAT", and whether during the induced i
velocity iterations (inflow calculations) eertaln data is to be routed to the
user terminal (CRT). Responses to the two questions cause control variables V8
79 _
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! and W2 to be set to either a 1 (include output) or a 0 (no output). The
I, selectable output can easily be located in the listing by first referring to
I
-!
_I the Symbol Cross-Reference Table just after the program listing. In this table
_I the contzol variables V8 and W2 can be located, and all line numbers that
_ include them can be found.
_! Lines 15q0 and 1590 route program flow around interactive entry for blade
_, angle of attack distribution (lines 1600 - 1780_ if either a defined entry Ims
"i been made, or if a manual entry non-blown/blown case i_ in progress and the
I
first part (non-blown) has been completed (V4 = 0). For defined cases, lines ,
1790 - 1810 load the AOA distribution from the Q( ) matrix. Lines 1820 - 2140
set up the angle of attack intervals and the linearized coefficients for the i
lift and drag coefficient equations used in the non-blown propeller aerodynamic
I coefficient subroutine (located a_ lines 8410 - 8770). The equations realized I
i in this subroutine are similar to those used _n the blown propeller lookup I
table, and can readily be determined by inspection of the code. i
: At line 2190, program flow is diverted to line 2540 for the blown
_: propeller examination. For the example Case #I, the non-blown propeller is
_ first designed so flow continues tc lines 2200 - 2240 where the non-blown
°,
propeller aerodynamic coefficients are obtained. Both analytic and strip I"
integration de_ign is effected for the non--blown propeller_ if the analytic i
I
design has been completed (V9 = I), line 2250 routes execution to line 2540 to
avoid the first set of analytic _ '
___nter output (lines 2270 -- 2530). Benween ,
lines 2540 and 3120, the analytical design is made based on equations listed in li_the REMark statements. This design is carried out for both analytic _nd s_rip
integration evaluation since some of the results obtained in the analytic I_
calculations are used later by the strip integration section. Lines 3120 -
3300 send more analytic output to the printer; control statements at lines
3].60 and 3260 route flow around PRINT statements if the analytir output is
complete.
Lines 3370 - 3410 do the analytic chord and beta distribution calcnatlons
for all cases I, 2, 3, or 4. Lines 3430 - 3590 save or restore these chord and
beta dls_ributlons for later case use. For the example Case #1, line 3430
saees tLe beta dlstrlbutlo,As in the 5th col,ann of the T( ) array if the
non-blown propeller is being analyzed _¢4 _- 1). For Case #2 ( i,.°-_ 3_0), the 'i
chord distributions used are obtained from thn 15th column of the T( _ array, i'





current scheme for saving and restoring data can be seen in the accompanying
table; data is stored/read in the vicinity of lines 3430 - 3590 or 8160 - 8270. i
The rationale for this placement is that the 3400 locations occur before any
strip integration calculations take place that are impacted by the chord or
:!
beta distributions, and that the 8100 locations occur after all strip integ-
ration calculations have taken place and the data can be used by later cases. 4
Case # Blown ? Action @3400's Action @8100's
i 'I no T(5,1)=Beta T(ll,l)=Chord
il I yes none T(15,1)=Chord, T(9,1_=Beta
2 yes Chords=T(15,1) T(12,1)=Chord, T(6,1)=Beta
:i 3 no T(7,1)=Beta T(13,1)=Chord i
-t 3 yes none T(16,1)=Chord, T(10,1)=Beta
d
' 4 yes Chords=T(16,1) T(14,1)=Chord, T(8,1)=Beta
5 yes Beta=T(9,1), Chords=T(15,1) none
I
I 6 yes Beta=T(6,1), Chords=T(12,1) none
• 7 yes Beta=T(10,1),Chords=T(16,1) none
• 8 yes Beta=T(8,1), Chords=T(14,1) r)ne _
9 no Beta=T(5,1), Chords=T(ll,l) none
. I0 no Beta=T(7,1), Chords=T(13.1) none _Q
ii Lines 3600 - 3860 consists of the rest of the analytic calculations i_describ_d in the REMark statements) and the last of the analyti pri t •
i statez_ents. Control statements at 3600 and 3800 route flow around these
_I output statements if the analytic outpu for _his case has already been done.
_| Statement 3880 sets toe control variable V9 = I to indicate the analytic
il output has been completed for this example Case #I.Lines 3890 - 5620 implement the strip integration equations contained in _ i
!] the main part of this report or (for the induced velocity iteraZions) in this . ,
appendix. Details found in the REMark statements should prove ample to follow i
the program flow through this section. Two areas will be expanded here for
| clarity. First, ac line 4060 is the mechanism to have either a blown or a
*_I non-blown propeller. If the cas_' identification is i, 2, 3, or 4, and if the
E
propeller under evaluation is blown _V4 = 0), then the jet velocity at the tipi
'| (station 19) is set to 95% of the speed of sound; otherwise, the jet velocity
is set to J and _he propeller is non-blown.
Secondly. if the propeller is blown, it is blown from root to tip (station
I to station 19). If partial span blowin_ is desired, then coding changes in
8]
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Ithis section are necessary to (I) reduce the last blade station number at which
blowing will occur, and 42) match the lift coefficient at the transition
between the blown and non-blown blade sections. The following code replacement
could be used as a basis for a partial span evaluation, with the i.lner2/3
(root to station 14) blown, and the outer 1/3 (station 15 to 20) non-.blown.
Replacement Code for Evaluation of Partial Span Blowing
3960 REM*-_'******':r_**'_,'*'._,,_'_J_******'-'*'x'-'*_-....... _w.:***
3970 REId_ _-_
3980 REM** ROUTE PROGRAM FLOW BASED ON BLOWN OR NON-BLOWN OPTION *_
3990 REM** (BLOWN, V4=0; NON-BLOWN, V4=I) **
4000 IF V4=I THEN GO TO 4670
4010 R_'M** **
4020 REM ************.._**_',_*-_**_**********__*_-_*****_*
4030 REM .****_'_** DETERMINE MOMENTUM COEFFICIENTS AT STATION 14 **_-_*_***




4080 U3=(C(I, 14)-U(UO, I)-UI*U(U0,3))/(U(U0,2)+UI*U(U0,4)) }
4090 REM
4100 REM_._-'_*_',_****U3 IS THE MOMENTUM COEFFICIENT AT STATION 14 _-"_"-_," '
4110 REM
4120 REM*'_''_._'_'_'w'_'_NOW CALCULATE THE JET VELOCITY AT STATION 14 .....• .....
4130 REM i
4140 H(I,14)=V(14)'26.4"U3"*. 5 }
4150 REM
4160 REM******_,_** THE REQUIRED JET PRESSURE AT STATION 14 IS _-_****e_, i
4170 REM !
4180 H(2,14)=0.5*H_H(I, 14)*'2. +P2 {
4190 REM ,
4200 REM ...._,._ ....THE HUB PRESSURE TO GiVE THIS STATION 14 IS _,_*._,_._** .r:
4210 REM i
4220 U4=((PI*NI*K(14),'_D)**2)/(3432_T2) _ ",
4230 US=H(2,14)/EXP(U4)
4240 REM
4250 REM**_**_..,. • • IF REQUIRED HUB PRESSURE IS LESS THAN STATIC ************ {
4260 REM_***Y._: PRESS[_E, USE STATIC PRESSURE AT HUB! *._***._o_*** I
4270 REM I
4280 IF (US_P2) AND (C6_ _I) '[
THEN PRINT "REQUIRED HUB PRESSURE IS LESS THAN STATIC FOR CASE #";T8 I
4290 IF (US<=P2) AND (C6< >I) THEN NI=NI*(T/T6)**.5
4300 IF U5<P2 THEN U5=P2
4310 REM I
4330 RFM* CALCULATE JET PRESSURE AT EACH BLADE _TATIuN [EQN. 6]
4340 RLIw***w*****_***w**w****_****_**w*_._***w*****_*_ *.**._Yo_.':-_*_._-_-t_-_o_*** :
4350 REM
4360 'OR I=I TO 14 I
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4410 REM* CALCULATEJET VELOCITY AT EACH STATION ALSO [EQN. 2]
4430 REM




4480 REM* CALCULATEEACH BLADE STATIONS LOCAL VELOCITY [EQN, 7] *
4490 R_M* *
_r,u.,..._,._..-_.._. _._'..-'--' _ _ _.., ,_ ,.., ,..,., ., ._ ...,..._,._ ,.., ,.,_,_a_, ,_ ,,_, ,.,., , ,.-,..,., , ,,._.._..,..,._.., .,:_.,_
.).. ._,o .,° _ .,o.#. .A°._° !
4497 H(3,I)=(V.._2+(PI..K(I)..D..NI)....2)....5
4498 V(I )=SQR(V**2+(2*PI*K( I)*Rd*NI )**2)
4499 REM
4500 REM _-A._._'_-_rf_¢_._._¢_¢_*_:_:_.__%_-_°_¢_:_-_¢_
4501 REM* ... AND FINALLY, CALCULATE THE MOMENTUM COEFFICIENT
4502 REM* AT EACH BLADE STATION [EQN. I]
4503 REM.........._'"_.....................................................................................................* _
4504 REM 'i "_
4505 REM ! i_
4506 U(1, I)=((H(1, I)/H(3, I))*'2)/696.2
REM.,._.._.,._._.._.w..,.__,__.,...........,._._..w..,..,..,..,..,..,..,._..,..,..,..,. ........,..,._..,..,..,._..,..w..w..,..,..,o_...... ...,...,..,.**._:_t..4507 . . .. .. . .. .. .. ... . ......... . . .. .. ... . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . !
4508 REM* END OF LOOP ' :
4509 REM i
4510 NEXT I
iOther changes may be required to the program depending on the method used _
!
to match developed thrust to required thrust. For example, if the momentum _
coefficients are scaled to achieve the required thrust, then program flow after
jet adjustment must return to statement 4120 to recalculate the required hub i
pressure and other affected quantities. In addition, the blown propeller ._
aerodynamic coefficient subroutine must be modified at line 9330 to account for
the partial span blowing to station 14. Calls to the non-blown propeller aer_ i
coefficient routine must set V3 to station 15, the first non-blown location.
Lines 5630 - 6510 test the developed thrust against the required thrust,
and if they do not match within 1% of the required thrust, some form of
_ ,
adjustment is implemented. The specific form of adjustment employed was
discussed earlier, in the Case Table Identification of Table AI. For this
program, Alpha, Beta, engine speed, or chord scaling is used to obtain the _ !.
required values of thrust, with the specific parameter controlled by the values
of B7, C5, C6, or Case #. For the non-blown propeller of example Case #I, the






;; to skip the Beta adjustment (line 5860), (2) V4 = 1 causes a skip of the Alpha
+ adjustment (line 6030), (3) Case #I (T8 = I) causes a skip of the engine speed
adjustment (line 6200), and (4) C5 <> 1 and Case # < 5 results in the execution
._ of line 6430, which is the chord adjustment. Similar logic can be applied to
verify th_ form employed by other cases. After any adjustment is made, program
flow returns to line 4560 to recalculate the induced velocity component. This
iterative process occurs until either a satisfactory thrust match has been
obtained, or the user terminates the case evaluation.
Lines 6520 - 7290 calculate torque, air mass flow, compressor power
requirements, etc. This section has ample comments to follow the operations
• with references as appropriate. Line 7270 calls a subroutine to determine
the horsepower available at a specific engine speed and full throttle for a t
Turboeharged engine of 520 in3 displacement.
Lines 7300 - 7520 output cross-plot data to the "CRPLOT.DAT" file for the
off-design cases (5 - 10). Each time a thrust adjustment is made in the
off-design runs, the crossplot data file has data added to it. In this
fashion, data is accumulated as a function of the parameter making the thrust
: adjustment. This data is then used to generate plots like Figure 4 in the main i
report. The variables seen in lines 7420, 74J0, 7450, and 7490 are saved at
-' each data point; the interpretation of these variables can be made by referring
i
- to the List of Symbols located just before the program listing. There are four 1
record types output to this file; the record type identification is always the
first two-digit number in each record. Valid record types are 00, 01, 02, 03,
and 99. Record type 99 is a data point delimiter. Data analysis of the cross -_
plot file requires a knowledge of the output format; the easiest way to obtain
that information is to run the program and then type (part of) the cross-plot
file. When data is added to this file, no printer file output is generated.
This action is controlled by the variable A4, as can be seen in lines 7330 and
7520.
Lines 7530 - 8100 output printer data for the strip integration equations.
The printer file is currently set up for a 132 column printer and essentially
all columns are required for the blown propeller output quantities. Fewer
are needed for the non-blown propeller output, but an 80 column printer is
still not adequate. Control variable V1 is used to select the correct output
statements (non-blown/blomO.
Lines 8110 - 8270 save final chord and beta values as was discussed




evaluation cases, such as the example Case #I. This case first requires the
analytic design of a non-blown propeller, followed by the strip integration
design of the same non-blown propeller. After a' output is complete (line
8100), and the chord values have been saved, statement 8290 sets control
variable V4 (which was i for the non-blown propeller) to a 0 (for a blown
propeller design). Control then returns to statement 1790 to design/evaluate
the blown propeller. When execution returns to statement 8280, V4 = 0 causes
the program flow to resume at line 8320.
Lines 8320 - 8400 execute at the end of each case evaluation and allow
the user to run another case or to stop the program. If a_other case is
selected, contlol returns to line 570_ otherwise the program stops at line i
8400.
+
Most of the subroutines found between lines 8410 and 9710 have already
been discussed. The one exception to this is the Simpson's Rule numerical
integratio- subroutine found at 8780 - 8920. This routine has the integrand
passed to it in the Z( ) vector which has 20 elements. Lines 7480 to 7500
sum the odd numbered Z( ) elements into the temporary variable Q, that is
Q = Z(1)+Z(3)+Z(5)+Z(7)+Z(9)+Z(ll)+Z(13)+Z(15)+Z(17)+Z(19)
and lines 7520 - 7540 sum the e_en numbered Z( ) elements into the temporary
variable R, as
R = Z(2)+Z(4)+Z(6)+Z(8)+Z(10)+Z(12)+Z(14)+Z(16)+Z(18)+Z(20)
These quantities are then formed into the integral by application of
g = 0.05 (4Q + 2R) / 3 (where Z is a scalar)
The integral is returned to the calling program in the scalar variable Z. _._
Suggestions for Tailoring the Program _
l
To start a new effort using this program requires modification of two main
program elements: (I) the airfoil and engine characteristics, and (2) the pre-
defined case identification, and program logic flow. The case identification
and program flow have been discussed earlier. The remaining changes are
discussed here.
The main task in adapting this program to use some _rbitrary airfoil shape
and engine characteristic is to obtain the piecewise-linear coefficients used
by the lookup table subroutines (Lines 8410 - 8770, 9200 - 9630, and 9640 -
9710). This data is obtained from airfoil lift/drag polars by first srgmenting
curve into three degree parts (for the current program), and then 'ithe lift/drag
obtaining coefficients for the slope-intercept form of a straight line best i
85
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?'i
representing the lift/drag curve over each angle of attack range. This data isi
' then _tored in the DATA statements (170 - 250) used to load the J( ) array for/
4
i the blown propeller, or in statements 1990 - 2140 for the non-blown propeller.
Engine characteristics are derived in a similar manner, and the slope-interceptJ
: data used in statement 9700 for the horsepower available subroutine.
The remaining comments are intended to assist in the conversion of this
program to run on some other machine. Since it is impossible to consider all
implementations of BASIC that might be encountered, the statements that appear
h to be non-standard are discussed. Establishing new cases for evaluation,
"-" |
_i modification of the thrust matching procedure to account for other parametric
variation, reducing the blowing span, and changing the engine characteristics !
have all been discussed.
i 'Lines 70 - 90 will cause problems with those versions of _ASIC that do not
allow multiply subscripted arrays. This poses a very difficult problem, and: most likely, makes the program unusable. Portunately, not many versions have :
i such limitations. Lines 130 - 160 may cause problems in the form used to open i
files. A printer disk file as such may not be required; if not, then replace
line 130 with the appropriate type. The MARGIN statement may not be allowed;
4
iJ delete it, or find a suitable replacement to tell,the computer how wide the
q_
I longest line will be in each file. %
i Line 620 prints the current date on the user's terminal; it can easily be '
removed if the function is not otherwise available. The majority of the i
program is "standard" BASIC, so the next possible problem area are in the j-
output sections scattered throughout the program. To a large extent, the PRINT -_
USING statement was utilized to more precisely control the output format. If
the selected version of BASIC has a PRINT USING statement, it may not agree
J
exactly with the one used in the current program, but only small changes should
be required. If no PRINT USING is available, then all strip integration output
will have to be redone to fit whatever PRINT statements are available. The
format variable names used (e.g. FORI$) may also be a preblem; if so, change
the names. String concatanation is used co achieve long format strings (longer
than 30 characters) as can be seen in lines 7360 and 7400. If this cannot be
accomplished in this manner, some other scheme mus_ be devised.
It is likely that the program size will cause difficulties in transferring ,_
_I this program to another machine. Since the machine used for the current study I
] compil,_d the BASIC source program to its own machine code, and used common
86 ':
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memory resident run-time libraries, the actual number of bytes of memory
required for interpretative machine execution is not known. Obvious techniques
to reduce memory requirements include (I) removal of the REMark statements and
the comments on each line, and (2) segmentation or chain operation of the
+ program. In an interpretative BASIC computer, REMark statements require
available user memory just as executable statements do, but they do not affect
program results. If segmentation or chain operation is used, the program
can be divided into parts in a fashion similar to the way the program was
discussed in the General Description portion of this appendix.
J
Concluding Remarks
A comprehensive discussion of the propeller design program used in the
current study has been given. This discussion first addressed the general
characteristics of each major program section, and then described in detail the
manner in which predefined cases here set up. A complete program variable
+
list, with the engineering units used by the program (as appropriate), was
given just prior to a complete program listing. A symbol table (program
variable) cross-reference listing was then given to facilitate program
understanding. A detailed program walk-through followed these listings, keyed
to the program line numbers, and using an example case for clarity. The
appendix ends with some comments o,ladapting the program to some arbritary i
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This studyevaluatedthe feasibilityof replacingvariable-pitchpropeller
mechanismswith circulation-control(Coanad_effect)propellerson generalaviation
airplanes. The studyused a sper!ally-developedcomputerprogramwrittenin BASIC
which could comparethe aerodynamicperformanceof circulation-controlpropellers
with conventionalpropellers.The comparisonof aerodynamicperformancefor .
circulation-control,fixed-pitchand variable-p_tchpropellersis basedupon the
requirementsfor a _600 kg (3600Ib) single-enginegeneralaviationaircraft. A
circulation-controlpropellerusinga supercr'ticalairfoil was shownfeasible
over a representativerangeof designconditions.At a designconditionfor high
speed cruise,all threetypesof propellersshowedapproximatelytne same
performance.At low speed,the performanceof the circu"tion-controlpropeller
._xceededthe performancefor a fixed-pitchpropellerbut Q':dnot match the ""
performanceavailablefroma variable-pitchpropeller. It appearsfeasibleto _
considercirculation-controlpropellersfor singleengineaircraftor multi-engine f
aircraftwhich havetheir propellerson a commo,_axis (tractor-pusher).The
economicsof the replacementrequiresa study for each specificairplaneapplication. {
,
The computerprogramincludedas the appendixcan be used for generalpurpose _I
aerodynamicoesignand comparisonsof performance.The calculationsare based I
uponwell-establishedaerodynamicrelationships for propelers and wilI accomodate
designsfor fixed-pitch,variable-pitchand circulation-controlconfiguratior,s. I
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